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New high~stakes adion on television helps

UCF falls to ,Virginia Tech _49-28 in
Sunday's season opener.
-SEE SPORTS, All

p~pularize Internet poker: ·
'

-SEE LiFESTYLES,A8

'-.. I

KKK's uniform."
·nan:le was removed from the
sored requested $3,140 to pay for .
When the time came .for the · , meastire. .
the flags,' whi~h the UCF Physical .·
measure to be voted OJ)., further .
After revetsing it~ endorsePlant has offered to · install for
controversy arose, as a senator ment, the senate further debated
free.
,
·-requested.to remove the senate's the matter, with several senators
Leading up to th,e vote, a line of
spon'sorship of the bill, a motion ~itin~ constituent disapproval of
about a <;lo~n activists· spoke in
an effort to SW-ay senators and the
made at the previous senate . the. bill as cause to vote it down.
rneetin'g.
·
One senator suggested putting
· audience. One speaker equated ·
Sen.· Sammy Mandami said the flag issue to student voters
. having flags .pepper the campus
the ..senate's placing of its name ·through a refeJ,'Emd~, though.his
with overusing the worct love - in
. both cases, he said, the meaning
on the bill was way of endorsing proposal was rejected.· '
'
the measure, and ¥andami; who
is lost. Another spoke of the need
When the . question of flags
said he did not llllderstand why ·came up for its fµial vote it was
to have flags as a show of respect
the senate would change its ntind ·easily. defeated by th~ senate as
to soldiers jn Iraq.
.
on the matter, spoke out against more than half raised their hands
Patrjck Rostock, a moha'o/kevep. debating a bill that the sen- . in ihe negative.
tol?ped member of . the UCF
Progressive Council, said ''The
ate had previously decided to "
~owever, ROCK President
endorse.
Heather Siriith says the bill may
flag that flew over the American
tt:ow~ver, ·despite Mandanii's
be dead, but.the flag project !Sn't.
Colonies. as they won.their indearguments, along with those of '. "UCF $1;udents .can· rest asslired
pendence, is the same flag that
Pavan Talakala, who said DCF's ~at the ±Jags will pe placed in the
flew over Georgia dµringthe Tra:il
ASHLEY ROBERTSON/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
of 'Tua.rs. The
flag that is on ·Following ho·urs o( speeches by.flag issue actj.vists Thursday night, the student senate voted international. students were in
PLEASE SEE FLAG O
NAS
favor of the bill, the Se.nate's
the Girl Scout uniforni is on the down the flag bill 13 to 20, denying SGA funds to put American flags in all ~CF dassrooms.

BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer

Tweµty h;filds went p.p in the
Key West ~oom. Thursday night,
bringing an end to Student
Government deliberation of the
contE)ntious debate over paying to
put ,Ame_rican flags in UCF's
classrooms. The SGA Senate
voted 20-to-13 to deny funding for
a bill, backed by student group
Rebuilding on a : Cpnservative
Korn.erstone to instdll the flags
with SGA furl~.
The decision came after seyer. al hours of speeches by those in
backers and opponents·of the bill,
·as televisioµ cameras and
activists · watched the drama
unfold in .a second' floor Student
union conference room.
.
The measure ROCK, spon-
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Mqre to parking"
patrolthaQ tickets
result of students forgetting to

NATALIE RODRIGUEZ

turn off their headlights on rainy

Staff Writer

days.
·J:>arking Services hires sh1dents and works around their
academi,c scb,edule so they can
workday.
.
work and take classes: Half qf the
Senior Jason Johnson, "who Parking Services stdff is students,
works for UCF Parking .services and the otller half
full-timers.
as a parking patroner, is driving Johnson, iwho has worked with
around the UCF campus. Wciiting · Parking ServiGEJS since his fresh, for a call from the company radio. man year, said he's enjoyed the
Five minutes in the trUck and the preparation for a law ·eiiforce21-year old Criminal Justice ment career that being a parking
major hears his radio squawk: patrolle'r has given him. "All in all,
someone has locked their keys in ' this job is fun. It -prepares me for
their
being a cop; it's a good experiJohnson 8rrives at the parking ., ence." While waiting for calls ftom
garage and takes his tools but of the dispatcher, parking patrollers
' his truck After a oouple of min- search the lots for cars in the
.l,ltes he successfully unlocks the wrong place at the 'YfOng time. ·
student's car an<;i is' back in the
On the first day of classes
.t ruck patiently awaiting his ne~ ' Johnson ,gave out about 60 parkcarr. 1
. .
.
ing tickets - while on the third
UCF Parking Services is not · day, he gave out 80. The amount of
only
responsible for
giving
'o ut'
tickets depends on th~ lot, he says.
'
.
.
'l
parking tickets but also helping to At mid-morning, he spots a car
jumpstru:t cars, charige tires, help parked in a faculty lot :Without a .
unlock doors . for forgetfµl · stu- . parking·decal. Johnson takes out ·
dents. and also assiSt in bringing his hail.dheld ticket computer and
in g-as or water for a car's engine. inserts an needed information
"People think all we do is just give such as license plate numbei,
.out tickets; we don't. Half of the color, make and year of the car.
time spent is helping people and After all the information is ,
half of the time is enforcement," entered' into the computer,· th~
said operations 18.n<;i maintenance ticket prints out, and he slides. it
sup~rvisor of Parking Services. ' into a ·preacied fluorescent green
~ · Kris Singh. P:arking Services also
"Parking Ticket" envelope.
assists at all of the special events Johnson then slips the ticket for
at the · UCF Arena. They l:).elp ~25 ll.nder a windshield wiper. .
direct traffic and block roads for
According.to Singil, on the first
most special events that occtir on day of classes parking patrollers
· campus. "Anything that has to do gave out under 200 tickets, but
with 'traffic, we.work it;" Singil about 200 warnings. · First time
said.
offenders get the warning- othThe most popular call parking. · ei:s get the ticket. On written
patrollers receive is to jumirstart
cars with dead batteries, often the
. PLEASE SEE CAMPUS ON A2 ~
At 7:30 a.m., while most students are still sleeping, trCF park"" iiig patrollers are starting their
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car.

Parking lots ,
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Thailk you!, Re: :qetails, Re: Re: My as the prenµer infector of systems,

details, Re: . Approved, Re: Your , overtaking the previous most prolifapplication, Re: Wicked · screen- ic viruses, "LoveBug'' and \'Klez" . .
As qf right·now, 1 in ,17 e-mails
The sixth ·edition of the infa- saver or Re: That movie.
mous "Soblg'' virus is spreading to
. The latest version of the Sobig, . ooing sent is reported to have a
computers across · the gtobe; the Called Sobig.F has already caused strain of the virus attached to it.
spread of the virus has surprised an eStimated $50 million dollars Amectca oriline recently estimated
oomputer industry observers, who worth of da,mage iJi, the United that of the' 40.5 million e-mails th~
say ·the virus could break records . States and has affected hundreds company has scanned, more than
for infection rates. UCF hasn't · of thousands of computers world.! half of them were infected. ,
escaped thevirus,either.
wide.Potentiallythefast~stspread·Hartman said the computer .
Joel Hartman, vice provost for • ,ing virus ever, Sobig.F has clogged services staff is working hard to rid
information
~echllologies
& e-ll\ail . systems at UCF and the-university's system of the bug.
resources at UCF, said when the · 'throughoutthe@obe,jammingmail Hartmanandhisstaffhaveclocked
virus first began spreading the servers an'd causing head~hes a~ more than 500 b'ours of overtime so
W32.Sobig.F@mm Is a mass-mailing, networkweek of Aug. 17, "the volume of e- airports and numerous major com-. far, tryingto eliminate Sobig.E UCF
aware worm that sends itself to all the e-mail
m~ ooming into UCF more than
panies. ,
has dis~onnect~d 67 networked
addresses It finds on the computer through a
technique known as e-mail spoofing.
quadrupled, vvith between 70 an.d
The virus disguises itself in e-. ·computers for patches agfilnst the
80 Mrcent of all .messages beiiig mails and once opened, scans the virus. ''This is a relatively low numIt may steal system information, Jnctudlng
. generated by the virus." · .
user's computer for e-mail address- .' ber, owingJo the quick response of
passwords, becatlSe the worm mines data from
popularfiles formats.
Every infection: both on !llld off es before sen<Jing infected mes- university's staff," Hartman said.
campus has started vvith a ·simple sages. Th~ first outbreak of Sobig.F However, the large incoming volThe worm de-activates on.Sept.10, 2003.
The last day the worm will spread is Sept 9, 2003.
e-mail, with a subject line such as: was detected on the morning of
PLEASE SEE SOBIG.F ON A2
JERRooRocKHtLll~;souRcE:SYMAKTEccoRP. Your details, Th;mk you!, Re: ~g. 25 and h'as already taken over
Contributing Writer :
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Sidewalks
Water; lakes, ponds,treatment
Wetlands,,Arboretum ··
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The first:week of
school brought
with it over 3,000
new students,'and
no new parking
spaces. Students
unfamiliar wit~
UCF's parking ·
situation found
filled-up lots and ·
traffkjams
throughout
campus.

Sobig.F. Virus .spreading haVoc around campus
.,

1:1

Around campus .

Jlj :

~-~·-'-

Student
Faculty
,
· Greek Row
Lake Claire I Academic Villages

Clark cautioned students
against seekitig·out the closest parking spaces first.
Fbr students driving onto
"Normally_people will try
campusforthefirsttinielast to go toward the .center of
week; the shock.of a simple the campus first to park and ··
math problell\ < left them then the garages' fifst cou-· .
stunned, frustrated and ple levels will fill up," Clark
driVing in circles. UCF has said. "The thing to' do when
42,000 students this year, you get to campus is go to ·
· and the' same 12,000 spaces the lots on the peripheral,
it had last year.
.
the outer area.lots Which fill
;Since parking spotfl ' . up last or, if you use a
aren't multiplying as fast as garage, go to the upper lev'tb.e student population, the ' els first." Clark also advised
problem is n,ow: worse ·t han students to skip the first
ever. Some stu.dents are garage levels altogether.
walking, biking or skatingto
Ohe of the least popular
, class to avoid the hassle of lots, tbe sand lot across from
10, 20, 01: 30 mi1;mtes of · the UCF Arena; fills up later.
cruising ·around campus Als0, the North and East
looking for an open spot. park:ing garages near the
Thirteen local apartm~nts Orion Boulevard campus
even have a shuttle service entrance don't fill up as fast
. to reduce the camus car as the, South and West
crowd, but. the red "full" garages, both of which.are
signs on campus lots stayed located on the busiest si<;le of
illuminated much of the first campus~
week
.
i
Fbr those who are either'
John Clark, manager of not able or not willing. to
Parking and Transportation . come to sctiool early, frus-•
Services, said avoiding the tr:;i.tion over the lack of spots
jam of students oould come has lead to illegal parking, in
down to finding.early morn- lots the student isn't regis. ing and late·afternoon-class- tered for, and at the end of
es. ''Teno'cldckinthemorn- parking rows, creating
two o'clock in the spaces where there aren't
ing
afternoon are our peak any. "What they don't realize
parking hours. Thafs when is that these driving aisles
you have most of the cars on . have to stay open for emer·campus," Clark said. "So,. gency vehicles, fire-trucks,
anyone getting to school ambulances and various
earlier than that shouldn't other service vehicles to get
have a problem if they know through," Clark said. '1\nd if
what lots are available and
go straighf to those lots."
PLEASESEE' GIVE UP ON A5

MATT HEDGECOCK
Contributing Writer

until

Around Campus ·
Strange little gir1 to
play UCF Wednesday
'Turi.Amos and Ben Fblds perform 7 p.m. Wednesday at the
UCF Arena. Students with UCF
ID can get $10 off the ticket price
of $46 by buying their tickets at
the UCF Arena Box Office Aug.
26 through Sept. 2. The UCF
Arena Box Office is on the second
floor of the Arena. Discount tickets for the general public are
available at http://www.ticketmaster.com.

Resume and cover letter workshop
The Student Resource Center
on the south end of campus will
offer students tips on preparing a
''vital marketing piece," their
resume. The hour-long presentation starts at 1 p.m. Tuesday.
Students can learn format, and
how to best highlight skills, activities, education and experience.
Adding references and cover letter preparation will complete the
discussion, in room 185.
·

Hook upto UCF's job
connection system
Learn how to use UCF's
recruitment management and
online resume system 3 p.m.
Tuesday in Career Resource
Center room 185. The GOLD
Connection gives students access
to hundreds of part-time, fulltime and internship job opportunities. This workshop teaches
students how to effectively manage their job search through the
GOLD Connection recruiting system, including accessing job list~
ing information, company contacts and an. online. calendar of
employment events. . Students
can also learn how to post their
resumes for review by companies
that target UCF students and
alumni. Learn more about successful on-campus recruitmg and
interviewing and how the hiring
process works to utilize this system to its fullest capacity.
I

SWAT SK run Friday Sept 15
UCFs campus wellness center is hosting its 19th annual student wellness advocate team 5K
run on Friday, Sept. 15.
. Registration is located at the
Recreation and Wellness. Center
and ends at 4:30 p.m. The race
begins at 5:30 p.m. and free food,
t-shirts and prizes will be given
throughout the event.

New test preparation locations
UCFs Continuing Education
offers GRE, GMAT, LSAT and
SAT test preparation courses
throughout the semester. Classes
are given in 4 to 8 week increments. Students can register
online at www.dce.ucf.edu or call ·
407-882-0260 for more information.

The . Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club or
organization on campus that
you'd Uke to promote, send an email to editor@UCFnews.com,
and let us know. Please include
· information on events coming up
within a week of the next issue,
and your notice may g-et published in the Around Campus
, col-

umn.

Corrections
"Pegasus Pointe mail fraud"
In the Aug. 28 issue, the
Future wrongly stated that
Pegasus Pointe was the site of a
mail
fraud
investigation.
Pegasus Landing, formerly
called Knight's Krossing, was
the site of the investigation.
''Women~ soccer favorite to win

·

In the Aug. 25 issue, heaa
coach Amanda Cromwell's name
was spelled incorrectly. Also,
,Jackie Van Looven graduated
and is no longer with the team.

TheCentral Rorida Future student editorial staff
·strives to report thefacts aggressively.
If inaccurate information should arise, our policy
istocorrect mistakes or clarify information more
precisely as quickly as possible.

Solutlons

'.

\

CHRISTINE DELLERT
Senior Staff Writer

Equipped with muj.timedia
classrooms and a state-of-the-art
Career center, the university's
newest teaching facility could
.secure a national ranking for the
College of Business, administrators say.
The Business Administration
II Building opened Aug. 25- adjacent to its 14-year-old counterpart - after a year and a half of
construction.
The project cost more than
$10 million in state funds and
offers 60,000-square-feet of additional teaching and office spi:µie
for the college.
"It was built with the student
in mind," said J oanne Chive,
director of communications and
alumni relations for the College of
Business. Five classrooms and a
new Manag-ement Information
Systems computer lab - scheduled to open this week - allow for
extra courses in the school's
expanding curriculum.
Architects Farmer Balcer
Barrios, designers of the
Recreation and Wellness Center,
included a modified atrium and
grand staircase in the business
building's
blueprints
and
installed cherry wood paneling on
the beigB interior walls. Tinted
windows line the building's front
exterior as a sour~ of natural
light.
"I like the layout," said busi-

.

ness major and junior Chris
Bershad, 20. "This [building] feels
more open. The other [business]
building is always crowded and
dark"
The College of Business houses more than 7,500 undergraduate and 800 graduate students
and is µie second largest business school in the world, said
. Associate Dean Bradley Braun.
''We were out ol classroom space.
We wanted to add some laboratories. We are developing and growing a Ph.D. program."
The scboors goal is be to be
ranked in the top 50, he added.
And the college is counting on its
innovative technology to catch
the eye of Farbes magazine edi- ·
tors, who annually rank business
schools by the salary their graduates earn compared to the cost of
their education.
The new three-story building
JERROD ROCKHILLI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
features a behavioral research UCF's College of Business is the second largest business school in the world - its new building, the second business facility on campus,
lab with two-way-mirrors and a will house 7,500 undergraduate students and 800 graduate students.nie building cost $10.3 million to construct.
video control roam on the second
floor, providing students the abili- view rooms on campus. Outside Departments of Economics and Construction of the building
ty to run experiments simultane- of the College of Business, UCF Marketing. The colleg-e's one- began in November 2001 and
ously.
has less than a dozen interview year-old Sports Management ended last April
The lab attracted prospective facilities. for its 42,000-student graduate program is housed on
Facilities planning officials say
faculty from out-of-state, Braun population. Business administra- the second floor, with the the actual cost was $10.3' million,
said "When the people we were tors say they will give the Career Undergraduate Offioo of Student allocated by the state. An addiinterviewing actually saw these Resource Center access to at Services relocated from Business tional $400,000 was raised
facilities they quit and joined least half of the building's ten new Administration I to ·t he first floor through local donations.
UCF." Two economists, a finance interview rooms.
"I think construction went reaof its new neighbor.
professor, and a management
''This is not something where
The second business building sonably well," said Peter
professor were hired to teach in . we say 'this is just ours,"' Braun was originally proposed in the Newman, director of facilities
the new building.
university's
Comprehensive planning. "We stayed within
said ''This is for the University."
A career center on the second
A third floor was constructed Master Plan in 1995, with a pro- budg-et and we finished approxi.:
floor doubled the number of inter- for faculty offices and for the jected cost of $10 million. mately on time."

Canipus shuttle cuts walk to c~ass
)

FROM

A1

warnings, patrollers write a note
to students so they'll !mow what
not to do next time.
On the first day of classes
there were approximately 16,000
to 20,000 cars on campus, filling
12,000 spaces over 15 hours
worth of classes. The first month
of each semester is the busiest
time for parking services to give
out tickets, Singh ,said, adding
'Mer the first month everybody
settles down."
1
The busiest time for parking
is between 10 am. and 2 p.m.
'The best time to find a parking
space is anytime, really, as long
as yoµ arrive at least 20 mihutes
early.'' SingtJ said.

When looking for a parking
space, Singh recommends parking at the UCF Arena. ·~ the
years I've been working here it's
never been full," he said. He
added that there is an on campus
shuttle that picks students up
from the Arena and arops them
off on campus. "Use the on-campus shuttle that runs from 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. You guys are paying
for it; you pay a transportation
fee, and it's for you."
The most expensive parking
tickets are parking in a disabled
space and uiiauthorized or fraudulent decal use; both cost $100.
Fbr an expired license tag, the
penalty is $40. Fbr improperly
displaying a decal or hang tag,
the fine is $20. Not having a per-

mit at all costs $5 more. If you
don't payyour fine in seven working days, you'll owe another $10.
Students who don't get tickets
already felt the pinch when picking up their new decals, which
cost $3 more this year.
Singh said the system for
where students can park is pretty simple: "green signs for parking means green decal" After
5:30 p.m., students can park closer to the buildings, in staff and
faculty lots, except for reserve
spots where students are never
allowed.
Johnson, who continues to
patrol around campus, keeps an '
e~ out for parking viola:tors.
When he .e~ ~':'Pitl'.k~d :~
where there~S no parlting spot -

hewarnsthedriver,whohappe~

to be inside, to move the car to
avoid"a ticket. Jobrtson said he'd
rather warn people than have
them leave their cars where he
has no choice but to ticket them.
· By 10 a.m. Johnson has
already given out 22 tickets for
parking violations. Compared tO
the 15 tickets he doles out on an
average day in mid-semester,
that's a lot.
Parking Services employees
like Johnson patrol the parking
lots in several shifts from 7:30
a.m. to 10 p.m., assisting students, and handing out tickets. At
10 p.m. the parking patrollers'
sl:)ifts end for the day, and the
.~ pqlice . take over for ,the

rugnt.

I
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CREOt technology school ranks among best in nation
NASEEM SOWTI ·
Staff Writer

Future looking for
your dub's future

A-Sun again" ·

New business ~uilding offers prime facilities

UCF CREOL doesn't serve
unique Cajun dishes or offer training in understanding Louisiana
· acrents; it's the campus optical
research sehooi and it just weloomed a new nano-photonics fru>.
ulty member, Pieter Kik, Monday.
Kik, hailing from Cal Tech,
joins the team of scientists at the
new Nano-Photonics Systems
Fabrication Facility {NPSFF). Kik
participated in optics research
and co-authored numerous studies on nanoparticle optics at
Caltech. He brings a w;ui.ed background with applied physics to the
CREOL program.
The School of Optics'CREOL_is
recognized as a world leader :in
optics research and education,
CREOL was established in 1986
with $1.5 million appropriated
from the F1orida Legislature. The
program aims to lead the nation in
edueation, research, and scholarship. m·optical science and engim~ring. Its only two oompetitors
in the nation are University of
Arizona Optics SClence Center
and University of Rochester
Institute of Optic<:;. With the establishment of its new Florida
Photonics Center of Excellence,
CREOL hopes to stay one step
ahead of its rivals.
The program has 90 separate
research labs with a total estimate
of $25 million in funding. ''Each
faculty group aJmost functions as
a siilall business. They produce
deliverable goods that can only be ,
made in their labs," said Diana
Randall, the administrative assistant to the directof.
ril Central Florida alone, there
are 106 optics oompanies, which
bring in $22 billion in revenues tQ.
the area.
CREOL employs a total of 210

personnel, 154 ofwhich are graduate students. Its faculty and student body is oomposed of scientists and students froni across the
g1obe. Randall Said, ''I used to
work in a medical sehooi and
those kids work hard, but nothing
close to the amount of effort our
graduate students put into their
projects: It's just amazing." At
least four newpatents and up to 50
new research papers are published each semester through the

program.
''Most of the students are liter~'hand picked' from around the

world," Randall said Mike Meilke,
a Russian, was broUght into the
program by a faculty member who
visited Meilke's · home country.
Meilke :reoontly won a: $10,000
award for his research, the Offi.oo
of Student ~ijes New Fbcus
Student' Award "'Ibis is the ~
ond year in a row that a student
from CREOL is winning this prize,
and we're running against schools
such as "MIT and Princeton,"
Randall said.
As part of UCFs technology
development vision, the optics and
photonics programs in CREOL
will driVe 21st century technology,
said Eric w van Stryland, director
of the school of Optics. 'The 20th
century was the century of the
electron. The 21st century will be
the century of photons and photonics."
"Evidence for this is seen
everywhere," van Stryland said,.
"from the optical fiber communications revolution, to data storage,
music and movies with CD and
DVD optical memories, to lasers in
manufacturing, medicine, sensing,
and defense. Photonics is the key
enabling technology for these and
other industries."
The new Nano-Photonics
Systeins Fabrication Facility at ·
UCFwill help spur development of

KATIE FLATH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The CREOL facility's optical technology programs have made the facility world renown.
Over 800 people a year travel to UCF to visit the center.
leading technologies like optical
microchips, designed to transmit
data faster than traditional oopper
and silioone chips. ·
The technology should also
help students and faculty develop
wider-ranging applications like
devices to oontrol indMdual body
cells, optical circuits for faster data
p~ and laser diodes for
high-power applications.
The center offers tours for visitors drawn from around the world
Randall said about 800 people per
year travel t.o the center.
Students at CREOL have also
created an outreach program
· through their student orgaillzation
CAOS .(CREOL Association of
Optics Students). Through the
program they bring in students
from middle schools and high

schools and demonstrate the
kinds of technology optics and
photonics offer.
UCF recently approved a new
undergraduate
degree
in .
Photonics, thefirst of its kind in the
nation. The Bachelor of Science in
Electrical EngineeringTechnology
degree with a oonrentration in
photonics (BSEfil!Photonics) is
designed to provide students with
a solid foundation in electronics
and a speciaIIBation in photonics.
Undergraduate students can
get involved with CREO~s
research efforts through the
Research
Experience
for
Undergraduates program, funded
by the National Science
Fbundation. The progciun gives
students a chance to work on the
research project at the facility.

'

Sobig.F virus
overloading
AOL e-mail
FROM

A1

ume of infected messages still
remains a concern for UCF. The
high volume of e-mail in addition
to the need to carefully filtei:
incoming and outgoing mail, has
delayed the delivery of messages
on campus. As of Aug. 28, the
school is still seeing increased email traffic, with more than 25
percent of it being generated by
Sobig.F. Sophomore Lindsay
Gigler said the virus made her
computer sick. "It sent the virus
to my e-mail contacts and my
computer will just turn off after a
60 second countdown would
expire," Gigler said.
Microsoft issued a news
release Aug. 21 suggesting that
e-mail users should not open any
e-mails with questionable attachments. If the user cannot determine the sender, the e-mail
should be deleted immediately.
The Sobig.F is a strand that infiltrates computers simply by having an infected e-mail opened.
Hartman also suggests that
because Sobig.F "contains its
own e-mail server" it has caught
many users · with their guard
down.
·
Users can take further precautions by blocking attachments in their Internet mail preferences. Fbr this "worm" type
virus, all attachments with the
.pif extension should be blocked.
Microsoft adds that, "additionally, you should use the features in
the latest versions of Outlook
and Outlook Express to block
harmful attachments." The virus
has affected the Microsoft
Outlook and Outlook Express
mail programs primarily, but
additional web-based e-mail programs have helped to further
spread Sobig.
Computer experts conclude
that the virus uses a background
program that allows the virus'
creator to receive future messages from the Computer. Many
believe that this part of the virus
was created to try and infiltrate
spam filters. :As many as six
strains of the Sobig virus have
been released since January. It is
unknown who authored each
version, or if the same person
authored all of them. The worm
is set to expire on Sept. 10, but
some experts are concerned that
the inventor of the virus could be
working on newer, more destrutr
tive versions.
UCF Computer Se:rVices ·
staffers are working around the
clock and have already blocked
more than 3.75 million attempts
the virus has made to damagB
the system.
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.NOW .AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60. M.ONTHS!
INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONV~RTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
. WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
*l .9% financing available through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon cred.it 'opprovol..Offer good through 08/31/03

2004 TOUAREG
GOES
AHY1NHER~!

. GO TOPLESS
OVER 20
IH STOCK
.

\

· *Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes .1st payment, $0 sec.·deposit, tags, title and iicense. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 9/31 /os

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
. We Con Assist You .With:

~FIRST TIME

.

~(:Olt:EG~-GRAD

'.BUYE.R
VW. CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,ooO MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, :All LIKE NEW -

rsr

CREDIT

· PROGRAM
·
. · PROBLEMS
~ 1\11. WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or. ~)

I .
I

4175 S. HWy 17-92' ·

.

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SA~FORD)

· . 401~365-3300

·

SERVICEDEPTOPENSATURDAY9-5

Around the·nation
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Transaipts from Sept 11 calls
released~ revealing Chaos

many short and abrupt -'-- may Variation of gene linked
. have, in some cases, qeen poo- to binge drinking
·
NEWYORK-;--Tr1µ1Scripts of ple's last words.
l'vllLWADKEE - The same
a relentless chorus of confused · As the morningwore on, Port week · ,t hat the University of
police radio dispatches and des- Authority radios and phones Wisconsin was ranked the
perate phone calls from dying seemed overloaded as the calls nation's No. 2 party schooL a
workers during the attacks on . ·grew increasingiy frantic.
study suggests a new explanathe World Trade Center on Sept. ·
With both towers collapsed tion for all that binge drinking11, 2001, reveal an extraordinary into rubble and countless people genetics.
_
'
dead, a Port Authority worker
College students who carried
record of a hellish day. ·
Released at 5 ·p.m. Thursday tells a colleague, "Tell everybody ' a particular version of a common
in Manhattan on a·judg'e's order, you know: stay away from New gene tended to pave µiore harm. the 2,000 pages of documents York, OK?"
ful drinking h~its than those ·
from the Port Authority of New · ·
. .
.
.
,
who had a · different version,
York and New Jersey chronicle Bushadmm1strati~n.saysitwont
aecordingtoastudypublishedin ·
events beginning at 8:45 a.m. regulate carbon d10X1de
the journal ' Alcohol and
.when American Airlines Flight
WASHINGTON - Carbon Alcoholism:
.
11 slammed into the north tower dioxide, the chief cause of giobal
The gene, k:Ilown as the sero.'.
and ending around noon.
warming, Cannot be regulated as , .tonin tra;nsporter gene -:--- 5IITT
The documents depict the a ,pollutant, the · Environmental - has previously been shown to ,
extreme disorder caused by the Protection
Agency
ruled play a key role in emotions,
attacks, the scope of which poo- Thursday. ·
including depression and ~ple were slow to comprehend: · The decision, which reverses ety.
two plane crashes guided by sui- a 1998 Clinton. administration
Fbr the study, tes~archers
cide attackers; jet fu.el melting position, means the Bush admin- surveyed about 200 Caucasian
structural steel; two landmark istration won't be able to use the colleg-e .students ag-ed 17 to 23 .
giant buildingB that anchorei:J. the · Clean Air Act to reduce carbon- years old about their alcohol conNew York· sky-liiie about to col- dioxide emisskms.from cars. ·
Slpllption and then collected
lapse. .
. · ' Had the Bush administration their saliva to lookat a gene that
. II). some .instances, police told decided that carbon dioxide is a helps regulate serotonin, a
people in the south tower not to . pollutant and harmful, it could chemical messenger~ the brain
evacuate after the north tower haverequiredexpensivenewpol- known to play a role in depres- .,
was ·attacked, possibly choking. lution controls on new cars and siom
eff their one chance of survival. · perhaps on power plants, which.
Everyone ,inherits lqng or
Taken together, the tran- together are the main sources of short versions of the 5-IITT gene
so-ealled greenhouse gases.
from their parents, resulting in
scripts are a dialogue of chaos:
,_-A Port Authority police of.fl· Environmentalists·
are' three possible combinatibns: two
cer issues "Mayday'' calls while · expected to resp<>nd by suing the short, tWo long or a ·short and
. his brethren field calls from citi- EPA to try to force it to regulate , long.
Binge drinking, 'defined a.S
zens saying Manhattan was carbon dioxide. The real fight is .
under siege by ro,ckets and likelyto·shlft to Congress, where five or more drinks at a singie
waves of incoming "'kamikaze" some lawmakers are proposing a sitting for men , and four for
jets.
·
new law giving ~e EPA clear women, was more prevalent in ..
:_ A male caller on the 92Iid authority to regulate erµissions students with two copies of the
floor of the south tower asks of ~s that cause giobal wru:m- · short form of the gene, the study
,
found. In addition, those stuwhether people, should leave the ing.
"Refusing to call greenhouse- dents were more likely to drink
building after the north tower is
atta.Cked. "I woUld wait," an offi.- gas emissions a pollutant is like , to ,get drunk and to consume
cer tells him, possibly sealing his refusin~ to. say that smoking more drinks at sitting than studoom. ·
causes lung cance:r;" respop.ded dents with other combinations.
~"No .individual actions!" an ~elissa Carey, .a cl.imitte policy
The study a].so found that
offi.eer"barks to his subordinates. specialist for Environmental having at least one copy of the
"We've got people in there, We Defense, a moderate New York- l()ng variant
protective;
are gojng· to get them. I want based environmental group. those students tended to drink
everybody over here. We are . "The Earth iS round. Elvis is less, even though they went out
dead. Climate change is happen- to drink as often as the other stugoing to do this right."
ing."
,
dents.
- The conversations
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REGISTER AT: WWW;DCE.UCF.EDU

· · Central .
Florida

NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR TEST PREP

GRE Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
· 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: Sep 16 ri Nov 4
· UCF Brevard: Sep 16 .n Noy 4

•

· GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. · 1
UCF ResEfarch·Pavilion: Sep 15 ri Nov 3
U9F Research Pavilion: O~t 15-ri Dec 1'2

Math Review for Standardized Test$
6-week Test Review Course ;.. $299* ·
6 p.m. to 9 p.ni.
UCf. Main Car_npus: Oct 13

QNoy 17 ·

*$199 for those enrolled in concurrent test prep classes

LSAT Test Prepa·ration Course
4-week Test Review Course -$299 .
6 p.m. to 1O p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion; Sep 9 ri Sep 30

SAT Test Preparation . 'Course
5-week Test Review Course -$199 ·
I

.

. 3 p.m: to5 p.m . .
.UCF Research Pavilion: Sep 29 ri Oct 29
Register online, at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call-(407) 882-026.0 for additional informa!idn.
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FREE CHECKING
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Tell your bank the jig is up . Youte done with fake fr.e e .
chec_king s monthly fees and you re ready for Washingt~n Mutuals

llOFEE TOT.AlK TOA TELLER
CR TELEPl-UE B.AN<ER

trulyi 'F ree Checking account. Truly free, with no mont)Uy fee

llO M:NTH.Y FEE
llOtv'AmR 'MiO.TYCLR B~

no matter what your balance, no direct deposit req~irement
and n9 charge to talk '~o a teller. Reject .fakery. Go

1

llOORECT O:P051T REQJREMNr
. llO PER-Cl-ECK Q-ll!RCES

to any ; Washi~gton Mutu·a.1,. Financial Genter or call
1 - 800~ 788~ 7000

.

' ·IJ Washington Mutual.

Patricia Brinkman, 20, talks with Chris Millward and Ame See of Young life at the annual Office of Student Activities Club
· Showcase which introduced students to the variety of sometimes unknown clubs and organizations on campus.
. .

MORE HUMAN INTEREST:"

'

.

\llS~OECKCARD

IMTH llO A"NJ&l FEE

and switch to truly Free Checking today.

'
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wamu.com

FREE LEGAL SERVICES
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or be.ing overcharged for.damages at rentals'
around UCF is quite common. Here are S steps to help secure your chance
of getting some,or all of your deposit back and not beipg ov~rcharged when
you move out:
./ READ THE LEASE!
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for ·giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make su.re you get it back to the
landlord by the deadline.
·
·
./ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet. -.
If not, make your.own list, stating existing problems within.
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything m~jor
and minor, such as carpet stain~ or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!
./ MAKE A COPY!
o Be sure to make a copy ~f the completed inspection sheet

BEFORE giving it'back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during tJ:w ,duratfon of yoY.r1lease.
./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further·protect yourself from being charged for damages
existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas,
your.room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!

..

./ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES! .
o By taking these .steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing ·
damage when you move out. And you will be.able·to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
claimed against your .deposit are disputed. ·
'

~.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

If you han' ;111y q u t'slions or problems wit h ~·our lcasl'. r;1ll ..io 7- 8 :2:~ -:2.S:~8 lo sd up an appointnwnl. or Yisil Sl11dt•11l Rcsoun·t· C('llll'r room I.S.S l\londa_\· - Frida}· 8a111 -.sp1 11.
\\'l' a ss is t \\·ith Sl'kcll'd <ll"l'<lS of law, inJruding JandJord / ll'll<llll. ('()llSllllH.' r, ('riminal. traffic,&: lllOl'l'. ()l1<1Ji(it•d S[tHit-lllS l"<lll rl'('il'\'l' free l'Ol1St1Jtation &. representation.
f-t11Hi1"t! IJ1/ \ d;"i/11.\ .'l<'"1·i1·1 · l-'t ·1 //1r111111/i !'11· '-;/11cll'l1/ l :111\'l'lllllt'll/ h."w1u l i1111
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;Flag debate continues as Give up? Head to the Arena
~OCK plans next move
~

FROM

'

Al

they park in these places that are
· not clearly designated parking
spaces, they're going to get a tick.
e.t "
Even in unpaved lots, students
need to be careful where they set
th~iI' parking brake. Wooden posts
mark spaces in these peripheral
lots, and students outside these
posts are subject to.fines. ·
Staff lots, marked in blue or red
signs, are off limits until 5:30 p.m.,
when non-reserved spaces
become available to all cars with
permits.
Rather than endure the hassle
of long lines and the risk of running late to class, some students
are actually going for the out lots
first, as Clark recommends.
"I park a~ the stadium andthen
walk across campus a8 I need to,"
said senior David Moody. "It would

.

.

,

.

.

'

KATIE FLATlt I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Parking services employees suggest the, UCF Arena lot for quic·kaccess - the lot doesn't '
fill up, they say. It's the furthest lot from most classrooms, though.
,

I

be nice if they had more spaces,
but I would rather they spent the
money on SOml:lthing ,like teachers,"
· Sophomore Steve J ol:j.nson
uses another, less. popular ·technique. "I take classes early."
• Though UCF and parking serv-

ices are working to expand parking space availability and to build
more garages, a dramatic expansion will not be finished within the
next two se~esters. In the meantime it is up to each UCF student
to find a solution that fits theiI'
already tight schedule.

ASHLEY ROBERTSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,

Progressive Council member Robert Coffman,23; makes a plea to senators at the SGA meeting Thursday to vote down the flag bill. After qills to
kill ttie bill from a nearly filled anti-flag gallery, sen~ors also voiced their disapproval of the bill before ultimately rejecting it.
FROM

Al

classrooms this fall," she said
, Smith , added .that ~he may
bave made a mistake in bringing ·
t~e idea to the SGA to begin with.
"Clearly this is not an issue
that the UCF SGA can handle,"
sh~ said. "The j.ssue of the
American flags is now ' out of
theiI' hands. It's a shame our .
extremist student government is
out of step with the·average UCF·
student. Polls1petitions and public events have proven that UCF .
students want the fiags. It comes"
as no surprise that students
don't take student ·government
seriously."
l · . The poll Smith refers to, from
the Ftlture's web site, has consistently shown favor fQr the bill,
though the gap had closed to
within eight percent by Friday.
Smith's push to circumvent
th~ student senate has angered
not only students opposed to !he
bill, but also some of the highest
ranking senate officials, includh,lg Speaker of the Senate Kevin
Ortiz. Ortiz said if ROCK hangs
the flags using private funding it

"It comes as no surprise
that students don't take·
·student governrr-ent

.

se~iou~ly."
-

·M eet
Emily,,
Chemistry
Maj.o·r

HEATH~R SMITH

PRESIDENT OF REBUILDING ON ACONSERVATIVE KORNERSTONE

would be in contrast to the wish- support the idea.
es of the student body.
The university administraOrtiz added that if ROCK per- tion continues to support the
sists in its attempt, he will seek · plan to install the flags at no
to stop the flags from being charge, if ROCK succeeds in purplaced in the classrooms by peti- chasing the flags.
tioning lhe µcF administration.
"The agreement has been if
However, even within 'SGA there are students who want to
itself there is debate as to put flags' up and pay for them,
whether or not the flags should then the administration will
fly - SGA President Brian cooperate by hanging them up,"
Battles is in full support, of the said Ip.terim Assistant Vice
measure.
President
for
University
Battles said even if the senate Relations Linda Gray.
decides to take action to prevent
ROCK plans to eventually
the flags from ·being hU:rig, his hold a press conference to
administration will continue to announce its intentions.
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college ·
television
network
~

fiigher ·Learning. Louder Living.
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©ID'
Late Knights
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
.
'
9PM·2AM

©JtJctl
Volunteer Expo
Student Union Patio
12PM·2PM

©JU©
Late Knights
Recreation & Wellness Center
9PM·2AM
.Freshmen Frenzy
· Citrus Bowl
6Pl'tll
'

I

~

.Self.Discovery Knights, Making Decisions
Student Union ·221 AB
12PM-1.:30PM

.
·~

fi1fJiJ

<;:lass Notes & Textbooks - Valuable Study Tools
Student Union Room 220
4PM-5PM - I
Second Annual Multicultural Student Center Expo
·
Student Union Pegasus ~allr~om

, rBA
~

Brown v Board of Education Student Forum
Student Union Cape FL 316 CD
TBA

Check out more events at www.link.uCt.edu
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Bring your UCF ID Card to LINK Connected.programs and be ellglble
for LINK Loot. LINK Loot can be uaecl to,purchase Items In the LINK Auction
at the end of the semester. For more details check out www.llnk.ucf.edu.
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Nasa's safety attitud~ questioned

I .

,

COURTESY KRT CAMPUS

' ·tile technicians Michelle_Van De Geef, left, and Debra King work on shuttle Endeavour's dome heat shield engine ring in the Orbiter
Processing Facility at the Kennedy Space Center on Aug. 26. ·
'
·

'

Tuesday.
. NASA's top mai;i.agers, who were .
• Eventually,NASA and polit- . determined to ' complete conical leaders must agree to stop· struction of the International
WASHJNGTON - NASA can flying the aging shuttles and • Space Station by Feb. ·19, 2004,
fix the tecl;mical flaws that agree on what should replace· may hav~ compromised safety
. doomed the space · shuttle tli.em. The new vehicles' cost concerns again, Setting tb,at
Columbia and retur.n its remain- ,could be in the range of $20 bil- · date made them not want to
ing three shuttles to orbit soo:n, lion, said Widnall.
pause to consider shuttle safety
outside experts investigating the
The technical fixes, board problems', the report·s!tldr
accident said Tuesday. But the members ·and outside ·eXperts '
NASA "created an environagency and its contractors must agreed, are likely to be the easi- ment in which thing'S that could
make dramatic .C'.hauges in their est because that's the type ofjo]? ~use accidents emerge," said
attitudes toward safety or more - engineering __,... that ,NASA board member John LogBdon, a
public policy profe[:;sor at
astronauts wni:die, they warned. does best.
Absent enhanced flight safeNASA is already working on · George Washington University:
ty, "the· scene is set for another the solutions to the accident's
The question of whether
accident," the · independent cause, 'Which investigative board NASA can change its ingrained
9olumbiaAccident Inye.stigation member G. Scott Hubbard habits when it oomes to safety is
Board said in a blistering, final summed up in four words: ·"The still u..danswered, the board said.
248-page repQrt.
foam did it."
Board chairman r!=)tired Navy
In the future, the agency, th~
Just after launch, .the panel · Adm. Harold Gehman said in a
White . I;Iouse . and Congress found, a briefcase-size slab of · news conf~rence tb,at some of
must 'change the way NASA is insulat,ing foa:in fell off the,shut- the same management probman,aged, spend more money on tie's external fuel tank, slam-. lei;ns were brought. to NASA's
the financially strapped space ming.into the edge of Columbia's attention. after the . 1986
program and eventually replace , left wing, opening a hole thi;tt · Challen~i.' accident and never
,
shuttles that are now 22 years eventually allowed killer heat · fixed. · ·
old, the board concluded.
· into the shutt~e when .Columbia
Yet board member Navy
·· "Everything ·has to be returned to Earth.
' Adm. Stephen Tu.l'cotte ~aid in
rethought," · boarcj member
According
to
NASA ~he past few months he had
Sheila Widhall, former secre- spokesman Allard Beutel, the noticed real changes inside
. tary of the Air ,Force, told knight agency is working to eliminate NASA He said manager!? now
Ridder.
the use of foam in the part of the ' react to his questions less defenNAS-4\' s return to space tank that caused the problem. sively.
requires improvements in three. It's· also working on ways to ,_ But outsiders worry that
broad area.S:
.
, _repair, ln orbit, the shuttle's del- · NASA inariagers aren't chang• Over . the next several icate thermal til~s and the ··ing enough.
Retired top NASA engineer
months, the space agency must · wings' heat-resistant carbonfix the technical problems that carbon edge. The wing edge fix Seymour Hiinmel, a former
caused· the accident. It must is a very hard problem that member of an independent safekeep foam from falling off exter- could' keep , shuttles grounded ty·_(>anel ove~eeing NASA, said
nal -fuel tanks during ~aunches. past next Mal'.Ch, according to. he'..s ."vecy concerned" that
And it must find ways to monitor Widnall, an engineering profes- change will come too little, too .
and fiX tile and outer-shell dani- sor at the MaSSjl.Chu~etts la{e, especially "".ith so many
age while a shuttle is in orbit. . Institute 9f TeChnology. · . , inexperien~ engineers at the
NASA hopes.to have that done
Mt>re worrisome are NASA's · space agency.
1
by -early next year, so it can management problems, board
The thorniest question of all
launch the next shuttle in March meinbers ai;i.d experts said. r - is even ·further down tM line:
Air-Force Gen. John Bari-y, a When should the shuttles be
2004, .a date .some outsiders say
is over.ly ambitious.. ·
board member, said: "There is · replaced?
"The space shuttle 'is not
· • OVer the next several still ·evidence of a silent safety
years, N~ has to·change the program with echoes of · inherently unsafe" in .th,e sh'ort
term, Gehman and the board
way it thinks apout, safety. and ChaJlenger." .
the way mµnagers communicate
He was referring to NASA s.aid. But now iS the time to think
about possible safety problems managers who seemed to shunt about replacing it, he said. ,
and appraise thein. The process aside safety concerns before the .
'We believe ap.other vehicle,
has alrel;Ldy begtin, . NASA deadly explosion of the shuttle either as a complement or a ,
Administrator Sean O'J(eefe ' Challenger in 1986. _This .time, replacement, is a very, very high
said in a press
release
issued accordirig to investigators, priority," Gehman said. ·•
I ,
-.

· . SEATH BORENSTE
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Mianli Law Fair·
·~

'

'

FRIDAY,'SEPTEMBER 12, 2003
. . . · '1:00 - 6:00 i>.M.
.
. HYATT REGENCY MIAMI
.

.,

**Open to the Public & Free.of Charge** ·
•

•·

·
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Meet admissions representatives_and get- materials from .
approximately .1 00 nation~l law sch9ols. Learn,about the
programs, admissions criteria and application process at each
school. ·
.

,..

COMEDllN .FROM "HANGIN wfTH.MR. COOPER"
. · ~ THURSDAY, SEPT. 4, 2003, 8:00 pm~ UCF ARENA..

. A~missions & Financial Aid Panel: 12:30 - .1:30· p.m., .
repeated at 3:i5·- 4:l5 p.m: Law Students Panel: 2:00 .:._
3:00 p.m., repeated at 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

TO REGISTER AND OB.T AIN FURTHER DETAILS:
· , Online: www.la~.miami.edu/mlf
E-mail: admissions@law.miami.edu
Te~ephone: 305-284-6746 ·.
Hosted by your South, Florida law schools at St. Thomas Universlfy, Nova Southeastern University
and the University ?r Miami, in conjunction with a grant.from the Law School_Admission Council.
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': FREE TO ALL UCF STUDENTS .
JUST SHOW YOUR STUDENT 1D AT·THE DOOR
"
$5.00 FOR NON-STUDENTS, $3.INI FOR ALUMNI, FACULTY, STAFF
FUNDED BY THE ACTIVITY AND SERVICE FEE AS A:LLOCATED BY SGA
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UCF
study abroad
inGennany

Reality TV teaches
viewers whert
to·
.
hold 'em, fold 'em

I '

'

~AUREN StEVENS
Contributing Writer

Imagine this. Thirteen strangers were t~en
from Orlando, Fla., and thrown together for four
weeks in a former convent. What happens when
they stop berng polite and start getting real? The
Real World: Boppard, Germany.
. · .
·
None of the UOF stm;tents knew quite what to
expect when they flew out to Germany separate~y arid arrived in Boppard on Saturday, July '19 to
learn the German language through UCF's study
~ abroad program.
Simone Chin, 21, said she enjoyed the scenery
as she took the 20 minute train ride from
Koblenz, the largest nearby city and home of the
university at which the students would study
1 everyday. Culture shock hit, however, when she
stepped off .the train into the tiny town of
playing a@.me that anyone with a deck a professional poker player; might
MIKE RIEGEL .
Boppard. "I thought I ·was in the middle of
remember it fondly as their introof cards and a table can simulate. ,
Staff
Writer
nowhere,'i she said.
The WPrhas also conducted its final duction to the game of no-limit
Stu.dents were'met at the train station by their
Mark Twain once saicl that "there event for 2003, but the Travel Cha.n:r}.el . Texas Hold 'em.
·
UCF professor,. Bernard Decker, and their culture
. are fewthlngs that are ~o unpardonably continues to show the reruns every
Stars Matt Damori and
instructors and tutors, Kerstin Fischer. 25 and
negiec,ted in our country as poker." He Tuesday evening and .Saturday after- Edward Norton ran aro@d
Christoph Gyr, 28.
·
' '
added that while he'd met many good noon. 'Who watches
of poker New York, talk~d poker philoso- Bopp~d coh~aiJ.1ed a few restaurants, many
men in his travels, almost all of them tournameqts? Apparently more people phy, and proceeded to win and
hom~s, and a couple of churches. Nestled on the
had no idea what a ·"flush" waS, and it ·than when it originally aii'ed, according ;lose sman fortunes on the turn of
banks of the Rhine River in the heart of German
made him ashamed of the human race. to recent Nielsen ratings.
a card. Novices might've thougb.t
wine country, the city bas over 2,000 years of hisIf the long dead satiriSt Were alive
That'sright-theWf,'Tisgetting~t- that these high-stakes were
tory dating back to the Romans.
today, he might not be so disappointed in ter ratingB for its reruns, a phenomenon merely Hoij.ywood hallucinati,ons, ·
The students lived in a dorm which used to
humans, at least when it comes to the that television executives don't,normal- used to make the movie more1interhouse nuns. It was' on a hill and about a 10minute
popularity of poker.
~ see. Already the Travel Channel's esting. ,
but is f~inated with the people that
walk ft.om t)le train station. Each student had a
Two television shows are shooting' highest rated program, the network has
Po):\:er, however, is a case of truth play. i''Fbr the amounts of. money.these
single bedroom with a .sink, and also' had access
up the charts and gaining·viewers at a , ~ t~ a $40 million contract iof bejng 11).UCh ~tranger than fiction.
guys are playingwith, you'd think they
· to an aqjoining .Q.ouse With a TY, kitchen facilities,
breakneck pare that's usually reserved another six years of shows.
Professio:rialS and amateurs come could buy ·some· decent ·. clothes · or
and a pay phone.
·
for primetime sitcoms and "reality"
Npt too bad for sticking a few cam- together for these tournaments and afford a decent haircut.;, ,
Many of the students believed the adjoining
..karaoke. ~e Travel Channel'.~ broad- eras around a table full of people that · i;>lay no-limit '.Thxas Hold 'em untjl
Whate'{er happens, arinouneers rebuilding was ·h aunted.
·
cast of the World Poker 'Thur (WPI'), would've showed up to play regardless there's oruy one person, Jeft standing. In cap everything, and they routinely
"It was the creepiest place in the w~rld," said
, an~ ESPNs ~verage ·o~ the 'World of television cove~.
the past, there might be an hour of tel- . explain the lingo and rules of pJ.iw. Fbr
Sarah Steme1; 19. She added that: th,e huge
Series of Poker are draWJ.ng more fan~
But people don t even need a, huge evision coverage docillnenting the very example, a player holding a pair of
stained glass window of "Mutter Clara Feye," the
1 fare,than anyone ~ted..
cash prize to play poker. Millions play final hour8 of play, l}ut the sta,kes bave fives will have the "speed limit,,'' or 55.
dead former head mother of the convent did not
ESPN 1~ncluded its coverage of the poker in home games, online, arid i:tl . been raised.
Someone with both the Jour of spades
help.
·
. '·
. Worl~ Benes of Poker on Tuesday, Aug.' casinos, and the stakes vary as ml,ich as
Before the television coverage caine and the· four of clubs will have both
"She would just stare .a t you,'" Sterner said.
26, with the bro~cast of the action from the pepple playing.
along, ordinary citizens with a mild · "dark fours," wliich sounqs lot like
Four days a week the students traveled about
the tournament s final day. The final
. interest in poker had to viSit Las Vegas the Dark Fbrce, so the hand is often
· 26 minutes by train and then 20 minutes-by bus to
or some other exotic loca- referred.to as "Darth Vader."
eight players were vying for the $2.5
talm classes at Koblenz University. Diana Lellemillion gr~d prize, and
tion' to watch profesThe jargon used by poker' players
Roll taught the five intermediate students and
amat~ur Chris _Mone~er
sionals at the t6p of could 'fill this entire newspaper, but that
An<lrea Reser taught the eight advaneed stutook it homeWlth two pan:
their ,game. This year, doesn't intimidate people as much as it
dents.
.
Every one of th~ eigh,t
. ESPN)pfovided a\ least intrigues them. .
· After lunch,' students attended a three hour
players IJIB9.e a considerable
, an hour pf coverag-e for
culture ' class at the university, or had .
every day of the Wbrld Shuffle'up and deal
. profit off of, the . "modest''
"Stammtisch'' at a restaurant with Fischer and
'$10,000 entry fee into the World
Series. ¥
,
Syndicated radio talk-show host
Gyr. "Stammtisch" is a German tradition, where
Series, and they were routinely
It's basicaJly a week- Jim Philips, hcltrd locally from 3 p.m. to ,
friends or strangers come and eat, drink and taJk.
bettjng hundreds of thousand of
ly poker lesson that's · 7 p.m. on WI'KS, has recently taken
Once or twice aweek, Gyr, Fischer and Decker
_,,
beamed into the homes notice of the .television shows and the
dollars.
w~uld also take the students to a nearby city for
Re~ people striking it
of.'millions of people.
g-ame of poker. Philips and his aftera field trip. Students visited Cologne, Trier,
. N9w, anyone · can noon crew have been talking a lot
really nch every week
Mainz, Bonn, a winery and a castle.
- and they're
watch the masters of the about it lately, and they even inter~
Students spoke only German while· in class
@me from the comfort of viewed Mike Sexton, co-host of · the
and on field trips: · ·
·
Texas Hold'em
their own home. Not only, WPr.
Despite the excellent facilities and trips, one
is played With
that, but they get . to see
Philips also has himself convinced

reruns

a

I

'

I

PLEASE SEE

EUROPEAN ON 10

Graduate now·
up-and-coming
spo.rts agent
I

two ~ards face
· down in each
player's hand
(the'hole'
cards) and five
community
cards dealt
face up on the
board.

Anatomy of a

poker player

Those . wb,o
remember 1998's
, Rounders,
a
movie about the
pitfalls and triumphs of becoming

.,

I

what cards they play, the that.he can'go ·ollline and play like the
situations they play them, .pros he's been watching. With the draand the different strategieS' matic rjse in Internet poker rooms, and
they employ.
the constant commercials for them
"Seeip.g the reaction of someone durjng WPT broadca8ts, Philips is not
who just lost $100,000 on a poker hand alone in his assuinption.
,
is amazing," ~aid sophomore Stephen
"I play online aµ the time," said
Rodriguez, 19, who is a devp~t follower Nathan Reuter, a 21-year-old junior. "l
of the WPr. "Some [of the players] usually play for fun, but sometimes
'won't bat an eyel~h, ·an.& continue . play with real iI).oney i:{ fve got a little
playing like it didn't even happen. extra cash." Reuter.blli;; noticed a conOthers ar~ so shi:>cked t,hey can't even siderable difference in the style of play
move.:'
.
when the. game oounts. _."Some really
·
Erin Meyer, a 22-yea:r-old senior, is
new to the world of high-stakes poker,,.
' PLEASE.SEE ONq NE ON AlO

rrr

FRANK KOSHEL
Staff Writer

Amos, ·Folds "Dring Lo~apianos to Orlando

UCF graduate Tum O'Connell never realized his
dream of becoming a professional baseball player.
Boyhood fantasies .of hitting the grune-winning ,
I
'
'
.
'
.
'
homerun have long siµce fallen by the wayside for
Amos
the
fifth
greatest
live
a.ct.
Fblds
BRANDON
HARDIN
him.
Staff Writer
himself is known for audience participaBut that hasn't stopped him from pursuing his
tion, using tlie crowd for backup vocals
passion.
·
or even as the dueling horns heard in bis
'Ibmorrow
night,
176
keys
will
~use
Instead of being the star on the baseball diasong "Army."
·little
earthguakes
and
rock
the
suburbs
mond, O'Connell :iS n,ow a player behind the scenes, ·
Fblds has been touring solo for over a '
the
UCF
Arena
Turi
Ainos
and
around
He's now a .part of Legends MmiagBment Group,
year
since breaking up his previous
Ben
Fblds
are
on
tour.
and he is responsible for representing more.thall 40
band,
Ben Fblds Five. He told the
will
start
at
7
p.m
when·
The
show
professional baseball players.
Houston
Chronicle that he doesn't usu- .
Fblds.
will
take
the
stage
~
the
ope~
Like so many. personal success stories,
ally
open
for another performer
.,
act.
They'll
play
an
hour-lqng
set
before
O'Connell's road to achievement wai long and
"I 'don't do many openers," Fblds
Amos takes her turn at the ivories. ·
' winding. It took time, and it took determination.
This stop is one of more than· 20 on said. "I would rather take the_ risk and
Years agu, O'Connell was very active· in the
flop doing it myself than being on sometheir
Lottapianos tour. .
Orlando entertainrilent scene, with his manageone else's ·terms. But I thinl{. Tori :is
.il...m.os
eXplained
to
the
Houston
ment of various downtown locations ·such as Roxy,
great, so when this came up, I was like,
Ch/ronicle
that
the
tour
was
designed
to
Have a Nice Day Cafe and Dennis Scott's 3-D
Wovr, one of the artists I actually like. I'll
give
people
a
break
from
the
current
restaurant. .
·
do
that."'
state
of
the
world
by
having
artists
with
It was during this ~e that O'Conriell encounIn direct defiancie of the reason for
similar approaches to music perform.
tered Orlando attorney John Morgw,. who had
most
tours, neither artist has recently
also
explained
her
reasoning
She
always wanted to venture out into sports managean LP. Amos is touring, as she ·
released
touring
with
Fblds,
whose
·selfbehind
ment, but was very busy with his law firm repre,
has
been
for the past 18 months, for her
deprecating
humor
and
more
lightheartsenting those who were injured or neglected.
newest
albun'J.
"Scarlet's Walk." After
ed
songs,
such
as
"Rockin'
the
O'Cotmell left behind the nightclub business and
touring,
she
planS
,to begin work on a
Suburbs'',
stand
ill
sharp
contrast
to
under tb.e guidance of Nick Buonocotti Jr.,' set into
greatest
hits
album
that will feature sevAmos's
tendency-towards
personal
balmotion his sports representation career. This parteral·
new
songs.
·
. lad.$.
nership led to the Legends Management Group,
Fblds fans can expect to hear a vari"Let's face it, there's a lot of viowhich specializes jn representing baseball talent. ·
ety
of songs, both from his "Rockin' the
lence
...
out
there'you
pay
to
go
see,"
Starting_out as a sports agent, according to
Suburbs'"solo effort and from the days
said
''I
thought
a
male
and
female.
Amos
O'Coruwll, requires "tremendous amounts of travrepresenting an instrument was a bal- of Ben Fblds Five. Disliking the typiCal
el" He is constantly in transit from ballpark to balli;m.ce, a goQd polarity. The Antarctic and schedule of touring, recordirig, then
park, scouting talent and gettitlg to know key figtouring again, Fblds decided to work on
the Arctic." · '
·
ures in the baseball cµ-cles.
3 EPs while touring that will eventually
COURTESY WWW.TORIAMOS.COM
Fans
of
both
artists
cai:i
expect
good
'O'Connell.has .put "over 200,000 ~~in two
Tori Amos, as seen pn her Augu . 10th stop in Chicago, is playing with ffAlow.pianist·Ben Folds ,
first one,
things from the perforrne~. JD. an online be released as an LP.
their lottapian~s Tour. Their n~xrstop is scheduled for the UCF Arena ori'Wednesday, seP,t. 3.
poll, readers of Rolling Stone ranked "Speed Graphic," is' already out.
PLEASE SEE O'~O~ELL ON 10
I
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Center; Florida Remembers

~~

12, bFfngs· meaningful history
and stories to central Florida.
~ al:>Out Florida's part in
the war and,relive the heroic

W"university of .

wwn; which runs through {)Ct,

central
Florida

coxnn:Utments
of
many
There are nearly

.'Floridiaris.

the kiilg's army and the pirates
battle it out qn a floating ship.
Tickets to the show are a bit
~nsiVe at $41.95, but worth
it in the end. Call Pirate's
Dinner Adventure at 800-866. 2469 for reservations.
'

. Mdnday; 5ept.1

·.

500 artifacts on display lor
guest$ to examine. -~ion,
is"$'Z per ~rson and the musewn is o:Pen from to am. to 5
p.Il).; 407~.

•

;Be part ,of tl;te swashlnJc~
ling adVenrure .With a band of
pira , a princess, and a.Jovely;

me
'Pirate'&
Dinnel'
Adventure takes you V/fiere;tlie

I

Online poker Ask
fun, ·addictive a doc
.

i

olive oil, :fiuits, vegetables, nuts,
beans, small to moderate
amounts offish and poultry,
moderate wine and little red.
meat. Studies of Greeks eating
such a diet have shown a 33%
decrease in heart disease and a
24% decrease in cancer. .
It would appear that this
benefit is related to the cwnulative influenee of all these foodstuffs and that no single element
of the diet provides all the protection. Olive oil is a mon~
unsatimrted :fut Studies of other
peoples with diets low in saturated fats, su~h as the Japanese,
have also shown a diminished
incidence of heart disease.
lr,lterestingly, more and more
Greeks are moving away from
this healthful diet, to a diet that
is higher in calories and saturated fats. As such, the incidence
of hypertension, obesity and ele-.
vated cholesterol are increaSing
amongst the Greeks.
My spin on the right diet .
.strategy is to try and eat less saturated fat while enjoying plenty
of :fiuits, vegetables, nuts and a
moderate,amount of wine.
-There is no reason your diet
can't be both healthy and enjoyable!

7
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anymore."
While .R euter explains that
good players will sit at a table both he and his friend found out·
·and play with whatever identity about online poker from 'televithey ·want. Stories are always sion commercials, he,explained
floating around about Pl'.OS who that it was just a matter of time
log-on and play because no oµe before he foµnd them on his
knows wp.o they are."
own. "I can't afford to go to
Renter's forays into online [Las] Vegas.every week, and it ·
poker tables are few and far . can be ha:rd to find a game
between, but not evecyone is when and where I want one, so
quite so lucky. 'l\ friend of g-oing online makes a lot of
mine," he said, "would stay up sense.".
.
really late playing cards and
According to the New York . ·
miss class·the next morning. He . · Times, 50 million people play
got some pretty [bad] grades poker on a normal basis. With
. that semester and decided that
television coverage
he couldn't . do it
starting to catch
on, and Web sites
that allow ~ple
to . play anytime
theyWan.t, there's.
no telling · how
high 'that number
will get.

DR. MICHAEL DEICHEN
UCF Student Health Services

I have heard that the
Mediterranean 'diet is a
healthy approach eating.
Can you tell me more?

;J

It has been suspected for
some years that a diet typically
foWid in Greece appears to provide proteqtion against both .
heart disease and cancer. There
has been considerable debate
regarding the source of this benefit
Such a diet encompasses

'

.'/

I

Emall your questions to:
Askadoc@mail.ud.edu

European heatWave plague~ .trip
problem remained.
The 'last two weeks of the
study abroad program; from
August 1 through 15, temperatures in Europe skyrocketed;
m~history.
·
·"It was the summer of the
century/' Lelle-Roll said.
Some days the temperature
went over 100 degrees, which
made life quite difficult, students
said, considering buildings and
transportation :vehicles h11ve no
air conditioning fu Germany.
"It's just like an oven."· said
Nicole Sturtevant, a 22 year-old
senior and art history major.
Teachers held classes despite
the heat, and students had to
deal 'with high temperatures in
the ·dorms, classrooms, stores,
trains, buses and on field trips.
"The weather was awesome,"

said Alex Arnowitz, 22, a senior gram, and a part that students .
and libefal studies major. His cannot get in Afilerica.
voice contained s~m as he
Sturtevant said the students .
added, "I love sweating." .
learned an amazing amount just
The heat aside, stud'41ts from lfying in the German ~ul·~the experience was won- ture,
I
derful. Getting to know the~ . · '.'You gain access into an
· German instructors made the entirely different way of thinkprogram e\ren more enjoyable, . ing," said Centanni, 21.
students said.
· Decker said ·students learn
"The instructors were very important things from mling in
good, very understanding," said another country arid can learn to
Chin, a double-major in psychol- disregard preprogrammed culogy and foreign language. "The tural stereotypes.
whole program met·my expecta- .
This year's'·students learned ·
tio~."
about Europeans, and how they ·
Russell Centanni, a senior in really view Americans, he said.
computer science, said thE\ _With the contro'versy over the
instruction· received by the stu- start of the war, he said some
· dents was aln!.ost at a one-on- Americans have a warped view
one level becam~e of the small · ofEuropeails. By living there and
class size. .
mee~ing p~ple, students were
The students' and professors able to see past the media frenzy.
agreed submersion remains the ··
In the U.S., Chin said, you
most important part of the pro- don't realize. the importance of

No Shots
No Drill
No Pain ·
Newest 1_.chnololly
1

•
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·----------------------------------------·

l ·*51

Off ·J

what you study, because you use
it so infrequently. Studying in the ·
l
'
I
country forces you to apply what
~-------------------~--------------------·
you learn everyday.
''You have to be in a oountry
tq learn the language," Chill said. · f
316 N...Alafayo Trail, Suite 701
Throughout the program, the
;t
teachers told the students they
would not realize how much they
had learned, un~il they got home
, · f--------,.-------~--~,...........-----,--to America. Students found this
to be true.
.
Do. this year's students and
professors have. any 'advice for ·
students hopillgto g0 next year?
"Don't eXpect it to be easy;"
Centanni said. "0ome and
e:xpeCt to work."
"Be. prepared to speak
German from the very first
minute," Gyr said
"Work hard to get your
money's worth," Chin said.
"Bring an alarm clock." "Do it,"
Sturtevant added. "Bring a fi;m."

Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.

'407-382-6122

O'Connell builds reputation as heavy hittet'
I
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'

ty. "'Players will be your judge,"

years" on his cars in businessrelated travel. 1'h.e business was
actually built out of his car. On1y
recently has O'Connell been able
· to fly a :majority of the time, which
is essential when traveling to
Central and Latin America to
· scout talent is one ·of the · job
requirements.
·With a few years under his
· belt, 'Tum · fares a decision that
most sports companies will fare.
'l\s you grow as a company, you
have to choose whether you want
to represent a tremendous
amount of clients or just a handful"
As it is with many j'obs,.your
success is based on.your performance: O'Connell knows his future
suecess will be determined by
how,well he does his job and the
word mouth his clients spread
t throughout the playing communi-

of

.,.,

.

j

.

allow him to better evaluate talhe "knows.the
ent and get connected ID.to the
O'Conp.ell srud
Tampapipeline of information that base· Some ()f the higher profile Orl~do . area
ball aficionados share. "The
clie:q~s O'Connell represents .. very
.well,"
· baseball cirCle is a small circle,"
include Houston Astros starter said Malaska.
Tim Redding; Astros relieVer Dan ·
·O'Ccmnell
'said O'Connell Developing relaMiceli, left-handed pitcher Mark played college
tjoilships between general manMala.ska of the Tillnpa Bay Devil baseball with
agers and scouts is the backbone
of the baseball agent's craft.
Rays, and starter Jim Abbott ot ,Suffolk
. the Kansas City Royals.
O'.Connell's momentum in the 1
County
He also represents former C.pm:munity College and F1orida sports agent world continues to
UCF players, including Chad Southern University. Players tend ·grow. ;with 'more and more playMottola who is cutrentlYi a stand- to trust O'Connell because he's ers getting closer to the . major
out in the Boston Red Sox organi- someone that that has first-hand leagues, the article' in Newsday
zation,
·
knowledge of life of as a player. · about him and the positive word·One of O'Connell's 1 biggest
"[O'Connell] can definitely of-mout~ being spread by his
clients is Malas~ Speakingfrom relate with his players," said clients, he may be in the proooss
of hitting a different kind of homeOakland, where the Devil Rays Mafuska.
were on a road trip to play the
One importai:J.t aspect of 'Ibm's run.
Still, he never forgets the peoAthletics, this up-ai:J.d-coming lefty recruiting i:i.bility is his Web Site,
had nothing but gtiod things to run by Ryan Thtka, also a UCF ple and institutions that have
·say about ()'Connell
graduate. "[If] yoµ type 'sports bel~ llim get to where he is
Malaska th.iilks very highly of agent' into Google, ·our web site today. One of O'Connell's greatest
him, and recoQllilends him to.all . comes out number one," said accomplishments is having graduated from UCF three years ago
of his teammates. O'Connell has 'Ibtka.
unications.
bee e~ially l).elpful because
All of i connell's resourres With a degree in co

'

r
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Purchase a day pass and use our
gear free. Includes: shoes,
harness and belay device.
Valid with coupon only.
One per pe,rson

llumbles U<JF
·Where·· have
,f been?
11iere's·another kind
of football at' UCF! ·
Miami Ohio's Ben
Roethlisberger's
quarterback passer
rating against No. 25
ranked Iowa

UCF's Ryan
Schneider's
quarterback passer
rating against the
Hokies on Sunday

152'

Total rushing yards
the ninth-ranked
. Hokies amassed on
Sunday
I.

192

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After f(!lling to an early 28-0 first quarter deficit, the Knights scored 21 unanswered points of their own and pulled to wfthin one touchdown of the Hokies late in the third quarter.

Total rushing yards
the Hokies compiled
against national
champion runnerup Miami in 2002
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Ryan Schileider and Alex Haynes touchdowns on . the day. The day
found their rhythms and started a belonged to Tech's passers Bcyan
I
UCF comeback. :
Randall and Marcus Vick, as the two
1
•
.
:
VV 1
Schneider looked relaxed and ' combined. for 380 yards and four
confident as he led a drive that cul- touchdowns.
minated fu an 11-yard touchdown
Leadinguptotheg-arne,theyouth·
. ~
pass to Tavaris Capers. The Knights and ineXJ)erieruie of the offensive line
looked for the running game to step proved to be one of the biggest.areas
.. the first quarter it seemed as if the up on their next drive and Haynes of concern for the Knights. However,
ASHLEY BURNS
Knights would tie in for a long day as answered with a 38-yard run and·a the offensive line provided enough
Sports Editor ·
Ryan Schneider took
running back Kevin Jones led the 16-yard touchdown run to the left strength to allow Haynes to run for
one step doser to
Fbr the fourth straight yea.P, the Hokies to the end zone in just under side.
'
81 ya;rds and Schneider to throw for
shattering'another of
Knigi;l.ts were handed a tough loss on five minutes.
'We
never
thought
we
were
out
of
over !200 yards and three touch1
Daunte Culpepper's
the road to open the srason,. Despite
UCF's offense was unable to grab it," Schneider said. "The offensive downs.
records at UCF on
heading ' into Sunday's game with even a first down on their fu:st pos- line started protecting a little better
"They played hard throughout
Sunday. Schneider ,
many preseason concerns, · UCF session and 'Tuch capitalized by scor- _ an.d the wide receivers fpup.d their the whole game and that's all you
completed three
tbuchdown passes,
seermngty overcame Hie troubles to ing again on aµother short drive. The · se~.•;
'
can ask of them," Schneider said of
marking the 22nd
put up an.other respectable fight. , Hokies led the Knights 14-0 at the.•
Both sides of the Knights' squad the off~nsive line. 'We started off a
coilsecutive game
Both the offensive and defensive end .of the first quarter, holding UCF looked to be gaining momentum as little rough in the beginning. Wewere
that he has thrown
lines were hit with injuries and loss- , to a measly nµie yards of total the defense shut Tech down on two down 28-0 and t~e guys never g-ave
for a touchdown. The
es over the summer and many were offense.
drives, which included a blocked up and kept fightrng throughout the.
' feat ties Schneider
· left wondering if the milts would be
with Culpepper.
The Knights sunk deeper in the ·carter Warley field goal attempt in entire g-arne. !hat's the type of gi;iys
able to handle the pressure of second quarter as Tech scored two the third quarter. ·UCF took advan- we have. We re young and I think
.•Virginia Tech's veteran defensi,ve more touchdow'ns, dropping UCF to tage of some Hokie}>enalties as well, some of the guys were maybe nervCross-5\ate rival ,
University of South
, lilje· and strong run game.. Early in a28-0 deficit. While all seemed lost, which led {o an important third down mis in the beginning. 'Ibwards the
Rorida Bulls were . I
stop after 'Tuch had been successful ·end they started playing reall?' well
trounced by the
on all previous attempts.
and they helped us get back m the
Alabama Crimson
The Knights put up their third ~e."
.
.
Tide Saturday, 40-17.
unanswered touchdown with · the
With the exception of his lone
The Bulls stood strong
help of a ·risky trick play in the third receiving touchdown, Hall, a standthrough the first half,
tying the Tide 17-17
quarter. On third and inches to go, out defensive back and punt return
at halftime. However
Schneider handed off to Brandon specialist, was quieted on the day by
'Barna head coach
Marshall on a reverse, who then an unusual UCF punting scheme.
Mike Shµla led his
threw the ball 56 yards to tight ei;ld Kicker Matt Prater answered the
tean\ to 23 unanDarcy Johnson, who was only a step concern of the loss .of Ryan Flinn
swered points i~ the
second half. .
ahead of 'Tuch's double coverage.
with some high-yardage punts.
UCF's momentum was killed, Using a classic rugby punt, Prater
however, when Randall hit a wide- registered punts of 67 and 71 yards,
The Owls of FAU
open DeAngelo Hall for a 29-yard en route to amassing 334 ~ard.S.
defeated the Blue
Raiders of Middle
touchdown strike. On the next drive, Prater set the school record with an
Tennessee State 20Tech's Jason Lallis • intercepted average of 55.7 yards per pµnt.
. 19on1Jiursday for
Schneider and returned it for a 45Strong safety Atari Bigby led the
their first ever victory .
yard
touchdoWIL
Vick
se3J.ed
the
Knights
in tackles with nine.
over a division 1-A
g.urte for Tech with .a 27-yard touch- Linebacker Antoine Poe registered
school. FAU scored
down pass to David Clowney late in eight tackles, as well as a few
13 points in the
fourth quarter to
the fourth quarter.
impressive hits, including one on
earn the win.The
While the Hokies did their share Jones·for a four-yard loss.
Owls travel to the
of running the ball, the ' Reisman
With the distraction ofplayingthe
Citnls Bowl on Sept.
standout
Jones
only
rushed
for
83
13 to face off against
ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PLEASE SEE SCHNEIDER ONA12
the Knights.
Hundreds of UCF faithful traveled to Blacksburg for a display of black and gold at the debut game. yards. However, Jones did have two

..

"We played the No.
10 team in their
place on opening ,
day. They didn't play_
bad. They were
beating us pretty
bad and we fought
-back. We shpwed ·
our character.There
are a lot of positive
·things that came
· out of this loss."
-QUARTERBACK
RYAN SCHNEIDER
OH UCF'S 49.28 LOSS

"Believe me, they
are underrated as
far as the national
rankings are
concerned. After
watching some of •
the teams on
television ranked
ahead of them, this
team here will prove
they belong in the
top three at the end ·
of the s~ason:
-HEAD COACH MIKE
KRUCZEKONVA
TECH'S DOMINATING

PERFORMANCE

·

UCF starts 2003.soccer campaign·
Goalkeepers steal
show in OT tie
DAN WIBERG
Staff Writer

ORLANDO - UCF Men's
Soccer · opened up the regular
season as they hosted the
UCF/Adidas · Kickoff Classic,
recording a 0-0 tie in double
overtime against La Salle on
Friday and a 2-0 victory over
Florida Southern on Sunday
afternoon.
Saturday's match-up featured two premier goalies in the
Knights' · Ryan Mcintosh, who
was an All A-Sun Second Team
member in 2002, and his coun. terpart Stash Graham, who led
the nation last year in saves per
game (8.21). Both goalies played
· midseason form, but it w
aham who had to do most f
the work because.of a 30-8 edge

on shot-9n-goals for the Knights.
'When it comes down to it, we
had a breakdown in scoring,"
said Mcintosh, who star:ts the
season with two shutouts. "We
had some great opportunities,
but they just didn't happen."
. Many opportunities for the
Knights were on free kicks but
they oould not capit8.lize in an
intense and physically played
match by both teams. La Salle
received four yellow cards, one
resulting in a red ·c ard.' The
Knights were called for one yellow card on forward "Don" Juan
Pablo Giraudo for attempting a
bicycle kick shot at goal
On Sunday, sophomore Billy
Judino served a corner kick to
Brian Malec, who headed the ball
into the back of the net late in the
second half. Judino later hooked
up with Jon Inman. on the same
play · and another score.
Mcintosh collected two saves in
recording his second shutout .
Although Malec scored, his

most crucial play took place
when he knocked away the ball
on a defensive J?lay away as ·
Mcintosh was caught' out of the
net in the 82nd minute, preserving the shutout:
The men have a dat,e with
Virginia
Commonwealth
University on Friday in the F1U
Umbro Clas.sic in Miami.

Women's soccer

,

UCF's Women's Soccer registered a 3-1 victory ·over the
University of Pittsburgh iii its
season debut at the UCF Soccer
Complex on Saturday.
Courtney Baines, _Shannon
Wing ai;id Patty MacDowell
scored to lead the Knights (1-0),
who overcame a 1-0 deficit ·just
10:50 into the game.
Sophomore Julie Snaman had
a successful outing in her debut
as the starting goalkeeper,
recording her first shutout. S~e
only had the opportunity to collect one save.

Since the first day I came to UCE
I alw.ays knew that I couldn't leave
until I believed I was the biggest fan
of my generation. It's taking me a
while to finish up, but l'.m ·sticking
with my goal wholeheartedly. ,
I haven't missed a hbnie football
game in six years. I've taken my
place too many times at 'the front
row of empty' men's and women's
basketball games. I've secured my'
seat next to the viSiting dugout at
numeroµs baseball games. I drove to
a softball . tournament in St.
Augustin.e to cheer on our ladies.
One of my most prized possessions
is an autographed miniature ·volleyball I caught at a women's game. I
could go on for .days about my love
for UCF athletics, but I only get a few
hundred words.
I'd like to think I've embodied the
meaning behind the black and gold.
However, .I reafued something this
~ast Friday. I've never been to a UCF
soccer game before. I tried to think
of a million reasons why I've never·
been to one, yet only one answer surfaced: I .hate soccer.
The closest I have ever come to
appreciating soccer . is every four
years when World Cup soccer comes
around. .Even then, it's usually ju~t
an exc.use to wake up a~ 5 a.m. and
cheer for the USA team. Most often I
find myself cheering for a group of
guys that I know absolutely nothing
about.
From the day I was born, I had a
baseball in one hand and a bat in the
other. As a baseball player· I was
always taught to hate soccer. I have
never understood the connection,
and I don't even know if it holds true
for anyone else.
At my high ~chool it was a regular
occurrence to watch the baseball
team and the soccer team throw profanities both ways . as they would
share the weight room. It W{lS a sort
of strange, twisted West Side Story,
and I took my rightful place by the
guys who played the sport I knew.
We had an unwritten law amongst
bliBeball players. We didn't respect
the players that didn't use their
· hands.
I never really questioned this
belief. It just.always made sense to
me.
However, something strange happened Fridaynight. l went to my first
. soccer game because I figured it was
time te at lea.St learn about our team.
Both the men's and women's programs are A-Sun champions, sa I
need to know who these teams are.
. I stood behind the La Salle bench
and watched and listened. All of a
sudden, I saw Eric Vasquez dance
around the ball as if his legs were
independent from the rest of his
body. I watched Juan Giraudo blaze
by defenders and nail a bicycle kick
that made my jaw drop. I watched
Ryan Mcintosh stop shots like he
was swatting mosquitoes.
· By the middle of the first half I felt
like I was standing right next to head
coach Bob Wmch as he screamed
thin.gs at the referees that would
make Bobby Knight blush.
I wasn't enjoying a soccer game. I
fell in love with the sport. I was
scrambling for a view at our shots. I
was praying for last-second goals. I
was throwing my notebook and
cheering for players I just discovered.
·
For the first time since I became a
Knight, I felt like I hadn't done
en·o ugh to support my athletics program. Fbr a brief moment I was
embarrassed. I have been ignorant
for too long. I stood through an
entire double-overtime, 0-0 tie game
and I absolutely loved every second
of it.
I·have a newfound respect for the
men and women of UCF soccer for
everything they do on that field. It
will take a force of nattire to make
me miss another game.
Before Friday; I hated soccer.
'Ibday, I love UCF soccer.

BRETT HART I CENTAAL FlORIDA FUTURE.

Midfie der Eric Vasquez was defended heavily in Friday's
0-0 double-overtime ti" '"Jainst La Salle.

)
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

·Schneider looked sharp in debut
' FROM All'

LEADER BOARD

ninth-ranked team in the nation out of the way, the .
Kmgnts can now concensrate on the Mid-American
Conference.
"We're not independerit anymore," said
Schneider. "We have a conference. We can look forward to that. People better be ready for us in the
conference."

' GRE

"MCAT .

MAC-EAST RECAP
.
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KENT STATE 41, AKRON 38
In one of the most exciti:rig games in the conf"'.rence, Travis Mayle converted a 40-yard field gual,
setup on a Jon Drager punt return, as time expired
to spoil a record-setting performance by Akron's
quarterback Charlie ·Frye and give the Golden
F1ashes (1-0)' their first conference victory in the
process.
The Golden F1ashes erased a 38-24 deficit over
the final 3:29, scoring 17 points, including two late
touchdqwn drives by Joshua ·Cribbs, who completed 25 of 43 passes for 340 yards and a touch- .
down. He also ru,.sb.ed for 57 yards, including a 1yard sneak that pulled the Gold~n F1ashes to 3831.
.
Frye set school marks for completions, passing
and total offense. He completed 36 of 46 passes for
407 yards and three touchdowns, -but was unable
to stop the late fourth quarter blitz by.the Golden
F1ashes, who tied the score with a 65-yard, eight~
play ~e that was capped off by Antwan Smith's
5-yard TD run.
· ,.
.
.
. Danile Muir sacked Frye for a 10-ya_l"'Cl loss on
third down of tp.e Zips' next series, forcing a punt
that Drager.returned 34 yards to the Zips 25 yard
line, setting the stage for Mayle's game winning
,
kick three plays later.
Kent State will travel to· Big East preseason
favorite Pittsbllrgh next weekend, while Akron will
travel to WISconsin.
·
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The Redhawks (0-1, 0-0) scored on their first
possession, a 21-yard field goal, as Ben
. Roethlisbel'g'er looked sharp early. It all fell apart
as No. 25 ranked Iowa erased any Reisman trophy
consideration for the junior quarterback
Roethlisberger, who connected on his first .
seven passes in marching the Redhawks 77 yards
in 15 plays, finished with a 27 of 42 performance
for 250 yards and four costly turnovers that nulli. fied any hope of an upset.
The most costly of the interceptions came late
ih the first half.
'
With 32 seconds 'left ih the half and the ball at
Miami's 'six yard line, Roethlisberg was flushed
from the pocket and wrapped in a defender's arms
when he threw an ill-advised pass that was intercepted and returned 20 yards to the 1-yard line.
The Hawkeyes scored two plays later, grabbing a
14-3 lead while seizing all momentum.
The Redhawks, who will t;ravel to Northwe~ern
· next weekend, were out-rushed 227-54 by the
Hawkeyes. They have a November 28 date with
.UCF at the Citrus Bowl where the.MAC player of
the year award will likely be on the line between ·
1
Jl.oejlilisbel'g'er and :t-JCF's Ryan Schneider..
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· ACT*

'
.
.
Attend all required classes or make-~p se.ssions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
·your homework,, If your score·_doesn't improve on test day'from your Kaplan diagno5:tic
or aprior official te~t score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
· full refund of your tuition:* It's that simple.
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LSAT: Classes begin Sunday; September 14; 2003
GMAT: Classe:s begin Sunday, September 28, 200~ ·
GRE: Classes begfo Wednesday, October t, 2003 .
MCAT: Classes begin Wednesday, October 8, 2003
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dering Herd (1-0, 0-0) over Division I-AA Hofstra,
who refused to lay down everi though they were
out-gained 608-241 total yards.
.Hill showed signs of brilliance at times as he
completed 25 of 37 passes for 344 _yards, including
touChdown p!;\Sses of 27 and 51 yaros. But his cost-.
ly turnovers kept things interesting, especially his
final giveaway, an interception that was returned
94 yards and pulled hofstra to 28-~1, late. iµ -qte
third quarter. ·
'
Da,rius W~tts had six receptions for 122 yards ,
and a touchdown. while Earl Charles Marshall
added two 5-yhrd touchdown runs for the
Thundering Herd, who answered with scores on
OH-1017,SE ~ISSOURI STATE3
its next three possessions to seal the game.
The Bobcats .(1-0) overcame four lost fumbles
Marshall Will travel to Tennessee, who had an
with a bruising ground game, out rushing Division . impressive outing, next weekend, which will be
I-AA Southeast Missouri's 227-67 yarqs on nation y tel~ed on ESPN 2 on Saturday ·at 4
Thursday in a sloppy season · opener. for both p.m.
teams.
~
Staffoi'd Oweru;; rushed for a ·game high 49
yards on seven carrie~. including a 12-yard touch. down run in. the first half, to lead the Boqcats, who
seored 17 unanswered points in.the fµ'st half and NORTHERN ILLINOIS 20, MARYLAND.13 (OT) ·
never looked back
The Huskies (1-0, 0-0) brought some much
Ohio will travel to Iowa State next weekend. needed respectability to the MAC as they upset No.
· They'll host UCF on Oct. 11.
14 ranked Maryland, a ·preseason favorite to win
the ACC, in overtime on Thursday night in front of
RUTGERS24,BUFFALO 10
a nationally televised audience.
.
·
Big East Conference's doormat Rutgers, with
P.J. F1eck had 12 receptions for 113 yards and
help from Tres Moses who scored on a 66-yard Michael Turner added 90.yards on 30 carries for
punt return and a 15-yard reception in the first the Huskies, who pushed the game into overtime
quarter, broke a nine-game lGsing streak while with an 18 play drive, covering 84 yards, that was
avenging a 34-1~ loss to Buffalo last s~oli.
capped off by a 25-yard field gual from Steve Azar
·. The Bulls (0-1, 0-0), who returned 16 starters . late in the fourth quarter.
·
·
and 20 letterwinners from a year ago; suffered
Josh Haldi connected with Dan Shelton, who
their 11th consecuti.Ve loss. They threatened to spUn around a defender -and raced into the endmake it a game in the third quarter, scoring 10 zone for the 15-yard game-winning score ·µi over~ .
unanswered points, but the Rutger's defense tight- time.
en up the rest of the way. '
.·
Dave Dawson rushed {or 125 yards on 14 car- UNLV28, TOLEbo 18
.'
ries, including a 76--yard touchdown run, to lead
The Rockets (0-1, 0-0), who scored in every
the Bu:lls, who will travel to No. 25 ranked Iowa quarter but the fourth, gav~ up two fourth quarter
next weekend.
touchdown passes within 30 seconds qf each other
they fell short against the Univel'.Sity of Nevada
MARSHALL 45, HOFSTRA 21
at. Las Veg-as
on Friday. '
.
Stan Hill, who had to replace thee-year starter
I
Byron Ieftwich, did not have an impressive debut.
Look for a full recap of aJ,l the weekem.J,'s
He !lad to overcome five turnovers to lead the thun- MAC action in Thursday's issue.

MAC-WEST RECAP

.

•Test names are registered trademarks of th.eir respective owners. '
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be eligible for t~ls off~r, you must be enr.olled In Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy .of your official score report and your
course material~ withjn 90 days.

Race begi·n·s at 5:301' p'~ at
the Recreat.ion & Wellness
Center, RegisJrations
' ·at 4:30 pm·

.

~
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semester of tennis. Sign up for noons at 4 & ·5 p.m., and
all Intramural Sports at Basketball
games
are
· www.imsports.ucf.edu. Don't Wednesday nights. Don't have a
have a team? Sign up as a free • team? Sign up as a free agent
agent o:nlhie.
·
and come to the free agent meeting and teams will be formed.

corner
. imS:ports-ucf- edu

JULIE REEVES
Contri_buting Writer

Leagues are filling up,
sign up your team now!

Sign up for the Four-Person
Golf Scramble today

,

The
Freshlnan
F1ag
. It's time to gu back to the gulf ,
Fbotball
Kickoff
has
been
added
course, and work on your putts.
schedule this year.
The
annual
Four-Person to the
Scramble :iS the first deadline of This event will take place on
the school year and lt is quickly W"ednesday, Sept. 10.Freshman
approaching. Get your team sign up as individuals and
·,together now, and get in before Intramural Sports will place you
it's too late. Sign up by tomor- on a team for this one-day exhirow night. Don'f have a team? bition. "Sign up by Sept. 5.
Sign
up
online , at
www.imsports.licf.edu as a free
IM Sports C~rner .
agent.
-presented by

Sign ups for your favorite
Sports leagues are
filling quickly. Sign your team up
by Thursday, Sept. 4 for 7 on 7
Flag Fbotball, and Monday Sept.
8 · for 5 on 5 Basketball.
Women's, Men's Recreational, Womens leagues available
and Men's Competitive leagues
Women, are you looking for a
are offered for these six week league of your own? Well
· 'league seasons. Don't wa,nt to Women's' 7 on 7 F1ag Fbotball·
play on a team? Then the USA and 5 on 5 Basketball are for
Tennis Ladder is for you. Sign you_i Fbotban teams play on
, · up by Sept. 8 for an entire · Weuyesday & Thursday after~ Intramural

New event for freshmen '

'"l ..

™

...,,,.

RISTORANTE &PIZZERIA
407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
Open llam-4am
(llam-2am Sun-Wed)
. ~ DEI.JVERY! ·
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OUR STANCE

Vote leaves ·RO~K·
•
1na hard plaCe
l_~

A -fter much bickering and dis-

tl_ ruption

of · decorum, on
Thursday the Student
Senate gave its final hearing of a
- bill to pay for American flag'S in
all UCF classrooms. Fbllowing
speeches by a score of activists
~or and against the flags, senators
9ebated and then voted down the
flag bill; the final vote was 13 for,
20 against. '
· The vote puts to rest a bill
which put UCF into the national
s1>9tlight, spui'red on by pro-flag
student group Rebuilding on a
Conservative Kornerstone, 'o r
, ROCK The grOup already has"
announCE¥l intentions to fund the
flag project without the SGA'.s
help, since the UCF administration has already _said they support the group's plans. UCF's
Physical Plant pas already
pledged to install the flags for
free. .

Going ar9und the senate tog-et
flags in the classrooms may be

going too far. Asking the SGA for
the funds fo install the flags drew
to light a more important question than money, a q\}estion most
supporters and opponents were
more concerned. about: should
flags be in the classrooms;
regardless of who pays for them?
From The arguments put forth
during the senate debate
- Thursday, it seemed the senate
was answering that question,
,rather than the more technical
. matter of the money.
Since it seems that all 1parties

concerned except for ROCK con- Sometimes these philosophies sidered the bill a request to put intersect, and sometimes they do
flags -in the classrooms, rather not.
than just a.request for money, the
A.s the senators debated, it
SGA decision should to put to rest - became clear that they felt they
the matter of flag'S - but it has- should vote the way their conn't.
stituents wanted them to, even
ROOK is pushing on in spite of though it seemed most of the senthe SGA, on something like a , a.tors weren't' clear what the
,righteous crusade, rather than majority of their ·oonstituents
the simple request it once was.
wanted. This left the senators in a
· Though the Future has sup- · dang-erous position.
'·
pqrted placement of flags in the
Near the end of the debate,
cla8srooms, the route it appears one senator made a proposal for
ROCK plans to take is not the a compromise which could have
right one.
ended the debate: Ask 'the stu- ·
Th~ir tentative- plan to go
dents wha~ they want, through a '
ahead with the flag installatioh, vote on POLARIS - the same'
but through alternative funding, online system used to sign up for
will mean a breakdown .in the _clas~es _and vote for the SGA
order that's governed student president. That way, the senate
politics on campus. The example could Qe left to vote on issues that
ROCK is setting ·could lead to an affect only segments of the stuanarchic campus government dent population,, like funding a
down the road, where student trip for the Bowling Club.groups only heed the decisions of
Unfortunately, the prQposal to
their student leaders when , let the students vote was rejected, ,they're convenient.
followed not long after by the vote
Unfortunately, the·vote taken to kill ROCK's bill.
,,
by the senate seemed less the
If ROOK is proceeding with its
result ·of an educated, thoughtful plan to put flags in every classanalysis than the vote of students room because it feels the vote didwitlr little knowled~ of the' opin- ' n't areurately reflect the views of
'ions oftheb;peer,s. In arepresen- UCF's 1 students, they have a
tative democratic body, like point. The way to handle it;
UCF's SGA or· the U.S. though, was laid out in that senLegislature, the representatives ate meeting. The group should
can act based on one of two intfO<iuce a new bill, or·otherwise' ,
philosophies - you eifue:r vote petition the senate, to hold a refthe way your constituents want erendum, so the students can ~y
you to, or you vote the way you what they want to see every day
feel best serves your constituents. when' they walk into class.
-
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.OUR STANCE

READER VIEWS
SGA erred .in denying selfless request

"

-JAMESR. HUGHES

t •

- JENNIFER HALL

, _ SGA fought media presSures al).d won

'

A
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bombing with 'possible
people. Instead, Iraqis have
links to al Qaeda killed 126 endured hardships rivaled only
people in the lrMi city of · by the Hussein regime - disNajaf on Friday. The terrol'.ist _ ruption of the power grid, water
•attack at a highly,revered Shiite and sewage system failures,
Muslim mosque underscores the - looting, sporadic.fighting, terrordifficulty of the mission coalition ist attacks, and the continuous
forces have-taken on - estabpresence of international mill- lishing a Western-friendly gov- . tary forces making life, at best,
' ·
ernment in a Muslim country. · uncomfortable.
IJ'he United States has 'raced . With the added problem of . Musµill--0n-Muslim warfare, ·
growing.criticism from Iraqis
and Muslims around the world
exemplified by the suspected al
for its poor handling of security Qaeda attack on a Shiite Muslim
in the nation following the top- -, mosqu_e, tlle prospect of normalpling of the Sadd,am Hussein
izing~ nation fallen apart grows
regime. Fbllowing the bombing, · · even less likely.
ruigry, crowds shouted slogans'
'Ibo many Iraqis live every
critical of the former Hus_sein · day fearing for their lives, living
in ·a war zone grown more danregime, but jabs were also
g-erous by the American presthrown at the United States, an
easy target as the de facto over- ence there. The Bush E!rlminis-seer 'of a nation in turmoil.
tration pushed hard to Win SUJ>::
That turmoij is reflected in
port for deposing Hussein '
mounting coalition deaths:
: -because they said he had ·
weapons of mass destruction,
Hussein loyalists and visiting
and hew~ torturing and killing
international terrorists have
killed more coalition forces than his people indiscrbninately.
\'I they did before President Bush
With Hussein go:ne and no
such weapons found, Bush is declared 'a n end t9 "major ~os
left with one leg to stanq on ..,--'
tilities."
Now the situation grows even ,.that he's making-life for the'
Iraqis better. Coalition fqrces
' more complicated. The United
need to protect the country from
States had hoped to 'have the
Iraqi government rebuilding by
the forces of international ternow, with the country"at peace
rorism if they expect tp win any
~ a peace promised to the Iraqi
part of this war.

Experts for mqnths have said
there needs to be a larger coalition force in Iraq to maintain . order and protect tlie country,
but the Bush administratiOn has
refu,ed, largely because of
-budg-et problems. Calling more
troops to'a Jailed mission woUldn't go over well With voters even
if the money was there, though.
Bringing security to 1r8.q will
inevitably require more support
from the international coinmunity; to this point the "'coalition of
the willing'' has larg-ely been
US. and British'. troops. Bush's
hesitance to bring in outside
for90s can only come from a '
fear of admitting defeat by doing
·so, or an unwillingness to invite
in the United Nations, which he
shunned in attacking Iraq to
begin with.
.,
But the United Nations must
be a part of the rebuilding of
Iraq, because the mbnetary and
, human cost will be spread out, ,
. and the group would make a
less convenient target.
Until this happens, terrorist
victori~s like the bombing yesterday will continue; they may ·,
even becorn:e more frequent, a8 ,
any vict,ory will likely mak~ terrorists more optimistic that
other attempts will also succeed.

'
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Parking too high for urulS.5igned spots

After paying$142 for a hang-tag parking permit
I was outraged when I went to the Sfudent
Government Association meeting Thursday night:
in the Academic Village, I should have my own
I would expect more maturity from the people who _ parking space. Parking services should even paint
my name on it for $142. I drove around both AV
say they represent the students. They acted like a
bunch of juveniles over the flag issue.
· parking lots tonight along with at least eight other
cars insearch of a parking spot; I gave ilp after 20
I couldn't believe the senators playing middle
minutes. Call me impatient, but I don't need to be
school gam~s of he said, she said, and bashing a
student group for even proposing the flag biJl. It ' spending half an hour looking for a.parking spot.
was disappointing how unprofessional our Student When I was walking to my apartment I saw all of
Senate acted when a student group :was oiily ask-. the same cars still circling like buzzards for parking spots. Instead I ended up using my $142 park- '
ing for funding, just like any other student group;
ing permit to park in a dirt parking lot down the
and on tOp of that, it was an unselfish request for
road. If each paved ground parking Sp~ costs
something for the student body, not even for the
approximately $2,000 such as in AV. every sing1e
student orgmlization itself. I ~rsonally see nothparking space in AV would be more than paid for
ing wrongwith the American flag, The SGA cer- ,
tainlywas-not representµigme and the majority of' after four years. It's very possible they cbuld be
students at UCF Thursday. I already p'ay way too •paid for in less than three years, since Parking
much in tuition to hear my own SGA tell me I can't Services charges so much for hang tag'S and they
sell more tagB and stickers than there are spaces.
even hang my own country's flag! Ouij SGA has
Wh8<t a rip.
spent thousands on ridiculous bills that most student~ would object to.

Writer ignorant of Ten
Commandments' wider following

The Student Government Association of UCF
While I applaud the sentiments expressed by
made a wise decision by rejecting ROCK's propos-'
the author of the Aug. 28 editorial "Church and
al to install flags in every classroom. The senators · state shouldn't mate," I am also appalled by the
stood up to enormous pressure from ROCK's ignorance displayed by the writer, and everyone
intiillidation tactics and the heavy-handed propaelse who let this one g-et past. Christianity is not, as
ganda efforts of FOX News and other media out- ,
the author wrote, the only religion which subscribes
lets. rm proud of SGA for its wisdom and courage. to the 'Tun Commandments..As the Old Testament
Now we have local radio talk show host narrates, the 'Tun Commandments were delivered
Sh.8.nnon Burke trying to impose fl~ on us, and . by God to the Jews, in the per8on of Moses (or
he's raised money on the radio to buy the flags. Do Moshe, as he is properly known in Hebrew). The
we want to allow anyone who can r~e money on
Jews practiced them for millennia before
the radio to set,policy for us at UCF?
• ·.
I support a warm and !nviting environment to · Christirinitywas even thought of. Modern Jews conto display the 'Tun Commandments on private
spark intellectual discussion and debate. However, . tinue
property, that is, on the doorposts of their homes, a8
that environment is susceptible to icons that would commanded in Deuteronomy.
·
reduce its warmth and produce a c~ effect. TO _ Furthermore, the 'Tun Coinmandments are
protect the e:Q-vironment as much a8 possible I
explicitly accepted by Muslims,who refer to themwould k~p it as open as possible within limits.
selves, Jews and Christians alike as the "People of
My position about the classroom environilent
the
Book," in recognition of their common rever• has evolved from my understanding-of dialogue,
for the.Old''Thstament.
ence
which fqr Socrates was the open exchange of ideas
While Confucianism, Buddhism, Hinduism and ,
held in a:safe place. The place itself is a.partici_other major world religions may ~ot subscribe to
pant in the dialogue. The other participants are
monotheisi:i). or the 'Tun Commandments,,they
_ .··free or constrained in their participatio:n to the
nonetheless embrace most of'the same ethical prin~
degree that they feel safe "exchanging views" in
ciples.
.
the environment. If a participant does n,ot feel safe
I
am
giad
to
see
the
Future's editors upholding :
in the environment; he or she Wm be reluctant to
Constitutional principles and pluralism. Let us add
share views. I want the .classroom to be a space of
historical
areuracy to the list.
· ·
dialogue as much as possible and not to be crowd- . ed With powerful symbols that favor certain view- ·
- lAURENJOHNSON
points over others.
In addition ~o Jllf'_Obj~tion to 'flags in the ,classroom on academic grounds, I also have a personal Sympathy for ~ctor is misguided . _
Regarding the article."Fbrmer professor pleads
reason for opposing flags in the classroom. Twelve
, years ago, I spoke on television in Minneapolis and guilty, faces deportation": With the understanding
· St. Paul in opposition to the proposed amendment
that if read in a vacuum, that is without the knowlbanning flag burning. When I left the television stu- edgtl that' Jubara may have terrorist connections, I
..could empatjlize with him and his family. Fbr sure,
' dio, a man was waiting for me. He got out of his
being put in a prison or being deprived of your
truck, punched me in the face and said he was
going to kill me. He jumped into his truck and
. spou8e or parent wbuld be a hornble thing.
drove away when my friends appeared at the '·
, HoWever, ~nsidering that he is suspected of
. scene. .~
having (or having had) terrorist connections, doesMy fear iS that the flag issue is too hot, that
n't someone at your fine organization think~
- innocent people who are critical ot the flag in our
article is in poor taste? The writer has clearly
shown the µifference between reporting news and
classrooms will be targets for intimidation or
attempting to generate sympathy/support for a
worse, just as I was targeted twelve years ago for
speaking openly about a public issue. Do we want
man suspected of aiding terrorist organizations.
Maybe the writer should follow this article up With
to invite this kiild of thing at lJCF?
another generating sympathy for the families that
I want a peaceful atmosphere on campus in
which to work and teach. I see no reason to ignite
have suffered because of the terrorist orgmlizations
that Jubara may have funded.
·
the kinds of passions here that were ignited in
[Editor's note: Hussam Jubara has neither been
Minneapolis 12 years ago.
charged with nor. convicted.of terrorist ties.]
1

,
- BARRY MAUER
UCF ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
'

- ERIC GERSTEMEIER
.

The Future encourages comments from readers. letters to the editorshould not exceed
300 words and must include full name and phone number.We may edit for length,
grall)mar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 40?-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4555.

Man on tfie S~reet every Thursctay.~. don't miss it!
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p:m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Tues. ~or Thurs. Isi:me

400 SeiYices
450 Retail

Help Wanted:General
Help Wanted:Sales/Malketing
Help Wanted: Part-Tine
HelpWanted:Full-fune
For Rent Homes

500
S2S
550
600
700
800

225 ForRent~

250. Roommates
275 Sublease
300 ForSale:General
325 For Sale: AutomOtive
350 ForSale: Homes

Events: Campas
Events: Greek Ufe
Events: Off{.ampus

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
336l Rouse Road.; # 115
Orlando, FL 32817 ·

Travel
Wonhlp
~laneous

900 Wanted

Are you the American Dream Girl?
Nationwide Model Search & bikini
contest seeks contestants & nightclub
recruiters ·tor upcoming local audtions.
Jllo experience necessary.
www.AmericanDreamGirl.TV
Longterm F tutor for 2nd grader.
Reading/Math/Spelling.
Mon - Thur. p.m. SpeecMang.
background. Rollins area. Wages neg.
Call evenings 407-898-3833.
59 PEOPLE NEEDED to Lose Weight.
Natural. Dr. Recommended.
Call 1-888-61.3-4398.
www.livingfitntrim.com/ccc.
WAREHOUSE/EVENT LEAD
Quickly pull and stage advance orders for
rapidly growing Special Event Co in
Orlando. Exceptibnal organizational and
leadership skills a plus. Must be hard
working, hands-on professional. Clean ·
driving recorcf req. Potential for travel and
growth. Attitude more important.than exp.
If you want to get in with a company · be
recognized, work hard and make a differenc~. don't wait.to call. 407-855-0229 or
e-mail asmith@theeventsource.net

SALES PROFESSIONAL .
Our client list features .some of the most
progressive campaigns in the world, and
our'gowth is averagiAg more than 30%
each year. We are THE EVENT
SOURCE, or;ie of the country's premier
corporate .special events companies. We
need key sales talent to create more
opportunities. This high-profile role will
est. new partnership and develop existing
relationships through persistent sales
skills. Creativity, exceptional drive and a
proven sales ability will offer the select
candidate the opportunity for outstanding .
COIJlpensation. Fax your reply, incl. sales
history, to 407·857-7G66 or e-mail
asmith@.theeventsource.net
Build your body and you bank account.
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck is
looking for both FT and PT team
members to move residential and
commercial customers. Must be neat in
, appearance, have clean driving record,
strong work ethic, and excellent
customer service skills. We offer
excellent '!Vages + tips, and bonuses. Lift
the phone and call us today! .
· 407-852-0925 We are located west of
the airport at 2907 McCoy Rd, between
conway and Orange Ave.

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 • $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm dr leave voicemail.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Meet mark.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ages ~ 6-24
Order Online, Easy commission plan.
Call 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.cor:n.

FEMALE MODEL SEARCH
Magazine • Print • Calendar
Call • (407) 884·0340.
·
http:l/www.portfolios.com/stefan:

·'

,I

Call Today
.
407-823-5163

I

•••••••••
Are you a current college
. Freshman or Sophomore?

•••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

(entiaf 'foiiba·'uture
In.. Student /lfwspopet Smlng IKF skic.19681

WRITERS - ALL SECTIONS, COLUMNISTS,
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS W/ QUARK EXP.

$1/wk

f llwk

large Headline: . .

1 ··•·

f'

$1:/wk

DOn't wait for graduation to get a job in journalism.
Newsroom recruiters value experience, and the Futu·re provides it.

Prr Nanny needed. Child care exp. a
must, N/S, and Cf.'R cert. pref. 3 days/
wk, $6.50/hr, care for 1 yr. old in my
home inAltamorite. Call 407-290-5672
before 7:30 p.m.

\J
•:•

U.S.AIRFORCE

R•O•T•C

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year .
• '$510 in textbooks reimbursement
•Monthly stipend ($250;.$400) "

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses

Bioassay Lab Asst.
PT Tues and Thurs·8-5.
· 1/2 day weekends.
Fax resume 407-290-9038.

Looking for intelligent, attractive F UCF
student for marketing position. Start
immediately. Also looking for UCF
students who are lisc. massage
therapists. 407-207-7147.
I

PIT Doggy Daycare Position. ·
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
••*www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628·3844.
Christian babysitter to watch an adorable
18 mo. old in my home near Winter Pk.
Village. Must be avail. Thur. AM.
Approx. 20 hrs./wkly. $7/hr.
Contact Maralee McKee 407-898-5392.
Need extra cash?
$500 • $1500 PIT.
.free information.
www.every1hlng2gain.com

One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students

Lawn care fo·r home with big lot on
Colonial and Lake Pickett. Needs mowing, edging and trimming twice -monthly.
C,all 407-709-5008 with reasonable rates.

For more information, call us at
407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)
or visit us at ou'r web site:
http://airforce.ucf.edu

1bd avail., pool, cable modem,an_d cable
t.v. Located 3 mi. from UCF through back
roads. $400 INCLUDES ALLlll Contact
Ken @ 407-658·7904.

Short-term. 8/15/03 thru 5/5/04.

Family has newly furnished private studio
'apartment near UCF on wooded estate.
Quiet. Perfect for visiting faculty.
$1'00/mo. includes utilities.
Rentapart2001@yahoo.com.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Association Management Company
located within UCF Research Park
seeks a part-time administrative
assistant to support two small trade
associations. Candidates should be
' proficient in all MS Office
applications and should have a
· working knowledge of mail merges.
Other duties include web site .
updates, meeting registrations,
membership data entry, order
fulfillment, and general office
assistant responsibilities (ordering
supplies, filing, etc.). Must have
dependable transportation and be
willing to work in a fast-paced ·
environment. 20 hours per week,
flexible to meet your class schedule.
Email cover· letter and resume to
cindy@mfsa.org.

Fully furnished studio apt. in Waterford
Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min. from UCF.
Comm. pool, tennis, basketball, eel. .
$550/mo. 1st. and last. $300 dep.
All util. incl. Call 407-758-3939.

EARN GREAT.PAY

t:f3er
Magazines AND BENEFI IS

·roommates for 412 house, large lot,
nice area, new flooring, close to UCF.
WID, lawn care, water (cap), phone,
cable, high-sp~d internet, storage,
$425/mo. Call Brett: 321·230-0658.
F only. 3/2 house. 1O min. from UCF.
N/S. No ~ets. Fyrnished . .$550 rent incl.
util. Phone, DSL, cable, W/D, alarm
system and garage parking.
I Call 407-282-6250.
I

-

,•

Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of McCulough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner:
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971 -2428.

..

Brand Aew 4/2.5 house. Fully furn.
$387.5'0 + 'util./mo. East Colonial area.
Call Drew 954-608-0615.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.

F. 18-27 yr. old. 3 bedroom/ 2 bath hoine.
Oviedo area/5 mins. from UCF.
Safe, quiet neighborhood.
,
·Inexpensive/negotiable rent. New appl.
W/D. 2 car gar. Call 407-977-5951.

2 rooms avall. In 3/2 house behind
UCF. 10 min from UCF. M.or F.
$500/mth. All util. incl. plus cable
modem. Call Leel772-528·6347 ·
Roommate/ PT Caregiver. 4/2 house.
Room/board & $55/weekly. Help
bedtime. Alt. weekends. 52hr/mci. Ind.
educ. 48 yr. old fnale w/ narrow muscular
cond. Serious inq. only. Ref. N/S. N4El.
Quiet. Sanford area. 407-323-7508.

'

Hiring sales ·agents
sales verification agents
Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply _at 61 SA Herndon Ave., Orlando,·FL 32803.

M/F for 2 bed/2.5 bath townhouse.
Cambridge: Cir. $475/month. All util. incl.
W/D. Call 4'07·658-1856.

Master Bedroom ($450)

.....

~ -----------------------+--------------

For more information, CALL 407-447-4555
or E-MAIL: brian@UCFnews.com

. Beige sofa and love seat. Brand new and
in perfect condition. $350 each or $600
for both. Also multi-color Futon • $50 or
better offer. Must see! Call 407-443-4323.
Computer Monitors - Name Brands,
. refurbished, 15" • $25, 17" c $45,
19" • $65. Color printers, $25. Accesories
avail. 30 day warranty. 407-221-8240. •
www.davesbargainoutlet.com

So you just started Glasses, do you need
a c.a lculator? I have a Tl-83 calculator for
either trig. , calc. or stats. class. Asking
for $60, cheaper than in stores.
Call 407-301 -44ll1.
BED -.Queen Pillow-top set. New, in
plastic, sacrifice $145, can deliver.
407·383-0585.
. ~

------------~" ' (1
HOT DOG CART 4 tSALE $3,300
Operational & ready to make money.
"
New parts, towable, hot/cold running
water, ice biri. 407-443-7454.

,.

Excellent income potential!
Auto mobile detail trailers. lnclosed, f ull!·
equipped, well-designed. Can also be
used for pressure washing. Great buy!
Leave msg. at 407-496-861 7.

I

6' .

BED
Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty,
$95. 407-275-0935.

j(r

Couch. Pinkish/Mauve.
Full-size/Formal sofa.
Almost new. $100.
Leave msg. at 407-763-51$5.

Female roommate needed to share
condominium 12 min. from UCF.
Furnished for fall semester.
$475/mo Incl. elec. Call Marisa at
954-240-7140 or 954-581-5981 .

Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at .561·.628-6940.

Winter Spg. area. Mins. from UCF/
downtown. 4/3 built 2002. 2375 sq. ft. Fr,
place, wd/flrs, scr. porch, 2 car/garage,
gated. Rent incl. lawrr. $1750/mon.
Call Courtney 407-493-8329.

MONDAYS/rHURSDAYS
EARLY MORNINGS/AFTERNOON SHIFTS

' Beige sofa: Gootl condition.
Call 407-230-2784.

Electronics/Household

M/F to share beautiful clean 2 story
house w/ grad. stud. 3/bed/2. 5l bath. W/ D
Private 2nd floor room. 1/2 m from ,UOF.
$500 'rent inc. util. cable, internet.
Call 407-359-8399.

Room avail. in 2/2 duplex. 8 min. from
UCF/5 min. from VCC. $335/mo. incl.
kitchen, laundry,1phone and internet
w/broadband to share. N/ S please.
Call Lida at 407-923-9186.

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

and

·,

25" RCA TV $100, 1 OOw Sony
receiver $45, 5 disc Sony CD player
'$45, pair of Cerwln-Vega speakers
$85. Coffee table wf. matching end
tables, black, metal frame w/ glass
tops $65:
·

East Orlando Rooll] for Rent in my
,spacious home. Near expwys, schools,
dwntn. $325 + util. Must be clean,
·responsible. Contact Peter @
407-282-9003 asap/lv.msg.

Casselberry/Redbug 2/2.5, 2 story furn.
twnhs. Ser. patio. Pool. Inc. lawn ser.v. ·
Short-long lease. $1195/mo.
407·365-2354.

NOW HIRING

~I

I

East 'Orlando - Brand Newl 4/2, 2-car
gar., LR, DR, FR, eat-in ~itchen, every
'upgrade and most opticms. All appl. incl!
$14~0/mo. Very Nice! 407-833-0063.

I71>e Stud<nt /kws¢ptr s...ilf IKF Slnct 1968 I

FOR SALE:
(~
~General

Cheap Livinglll $415/mo. incl. util .,
wireless Internet, cable, and W/D. Clean,
laid back, resp. student preferred.
Call Eric' @ (407) 482-0864:

'

UCF AREA. Prof. F to share w/sr. coll,
grad. student or prof. F. New 4/2 furn.
pool home. Full priv. & comm. amen.
N/S. 'Drug-free & so·c. drinker only.
$675/mo. & 1/2 mo. dep., util incl.! ,
Pref. long-term. Ref. req . 407-649-4012.
Room for rent in large 4/2 house.
$450/mo. inc. all util. , high speed
internet, extended cable. Close to UCF:
Dean & University area.
Call 407-678-4322.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilitiles, internet, & caqle included.
. Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

Now hiring tofill positions for
our.new facility near UCF

Room for rent. 1 mile from UCF
campus. W/D. Fully furnl~hed.
' ,:- ,
$479/mo. incl. util.' Fir$t month free. . •
Call Emily 407-484-1525..

Male Grad Student seeks 2 M/F

Nanny needed now. FT, $450/wk, 5·
days, 2 children, live In or out.
Apopka area. Info at 352-376-5008
Noah's Ark anny Placemen~ Agency.

or standard bedroom ($400) for rent
includes all In spacious HOME.with
pool. 5 mins from UCF. Security
$100. Call 407-673-0715 and leave
a message with the best time to call
you back:

~

4/2 apt. Pegasus Pointe. UCF area. ,- -'
Vaulted ce,ilings. Furn. util. incl.
- - ~
Internet. W/D. F only. $455/mo neg. ~: · ,
. Call 321 -453-4920 or 321-508-3520 ' • • cfi

BEDROOM SET
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450.
' 407-275-0612.

PITA PIT IS HERE!
For great PT employment, please call
407-380-2333 or apply within. Across
from UCF next to Smoothie King in
Collegiate Village.

~

DINING ROOM SET .
New, complete with table, chairs, lit
hutch and buffet!, $795.
407-383-05.85.

·~125

Customer Service Reps Prr
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type @
ample speed. Located near Orlando Int
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. ({all Brandon
~ 407-243-6150 EXT 2118
or eriail @ bbrady@gosafco.com

...

2 F N/S rooms in U.House for
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 w/priv. bath
and $428. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's, and
ethernet. Move-in after .fall classes.
Amanda 407-381-5587 leave message.

3 rooms avail. 1 mile from UCF.
Fully Furnished. Females only please.
$275/mo. + util. Call Tiffany at
407-273-9045 or e-mail
tiffy1144@yahoo.com.

For more information, CALL 407-447-4555.
or E-MAlt: editor@UCFnews.com

Now Hiring All Positions!
$12/Hour
Visit us and Begin Work Today!
· Excellent Pay, Easy Work!
www.studentworknow.homestead.com

~

"'

.
Beautiful Oviedo Home!
6 mi. from UCF. 3/2, 1933 sq. ft., tile
throughout, Fam. rm, screened porch,
fericed yard and service incl. $1195/mo,
NS wanted. Call 407-977-3644.

2 Rooms for rent in 3/2 house located 3
miles from campus @ University Blvd .
and Dean Rd. Pool table room, and
basketball cour:t in backyard. $350/ mo.
Call Julia at 407·6~9-6445.

(

•'

I

$4/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

-

1

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. {25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very relax
environment. Call for interview after 5:30
.. or leave. msg. 407-677-4560.

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can _apply for available scholarships.

Incentives
include:

$81wk

$1/wk

~lding:

$9/wk

\

NOW HIRING

GET PAID FOR INTERNET
RESEARCH!!
Part lime, Mornings or afternoons
duties incl: internet data research &
capture. Private Office $8/hr M-F, located
in Winter Park. Call 407-647-9200

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

$10/wk

· ·Charges listed ahove include an, ad of Up to five line{), 35
characters ;PSI' line. $1/Wk for each additional line.

I

FREE WEIGHT ·TRAINING

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

swDENf
$6/wk
$5/wk.

2 Issues (1 week):
$15/wk
8 l~ues (4weeks):
$14/wk
24 Issues (12 weeks): .. $13(wk

0

, Po'ol Maintenance: We have a route and
are willing to work with your school ·
sched. Must have own truck. All traihing,
equip. & chem. provided. Call Kelley's
Poorspecialties at
407-642-1982 for details. ·

FEMAL!i= MODELS WANTED: ,
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & video portfolio
demo's .. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!

PAYMENT METHODS
Oasb, Check,
Ma,~tercard; VlSA, ~X

In Person: University CouL't, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chik-Fil-A

woo.

BEIP WANI1ID

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue

(407) 447-4555 • dasslfieds@UCFnews.com

"" lost &Foll1d

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
. exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
· Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

AD RATES

1995 Jeep Wrangler 4x4. 90k miles.
Chrome package. 3" lift. Runs great!
$4,500. 407-365-1344.
98 Ford Mustang
Red, 91 k mi., clean, ·non-smoking,
private owner. $4,995 neg.
Call 407-977-8539.

I! Dd NOT PAY DEALER RATES 11
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/ maintenance, etc? Don't delay, ·
call THE AUTO GENERAL
40?·399-75 14. ASE certified* and beats
most independerit shop rates!

M looking for a M/F roommate. 1
mile from UCF. $350/mo. -No
deposit. Incl. EVERYTHING.
Unfurnished. Just remedied every
room in house. Access to pool.
Call Tony· at 407-484-6744.
Don't have time to sell your stuff or place
fliers for roommates? Let the Central
Florida Future·go to work for you. Place
your classified ad in 28,000 copies on
and off campus. Ask about our student
rates. Call 407-447~555 today.

..
4

1995 Blue Ford Contour.
115k hwy' miles. Garage kept. V-6. A/C. .
Blue-grey/fabric inter.
Price negotiable.
Leave msg. at 407-763-5155

..

'98 Red Mustang. $5,000 or neg. 91 k
miles. Orig. owner and very clean.
' Please call 407-977-8539.
}

...
.

•'
'l

Tennis Rac.ket Stringi~g $10
Bobby Walker 15-205 Pegasus L~nding
Call 407-362-37 18

Prof. M looking to share home
with openminded M/F. N/S. Drug-free.
$500/mo. incl. all util. except phone ..
Very close to UCF. Avail. immed.
Call 407-971 -6036.

~

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726.

*Versatile Writer-Editor*
Reasonable rates,
by the job or by the hour.
Reports? Resumes? .Letters?
Whatever! I can help you
make a winning impression.
407-327-1539
407-325-5781 (cell)
judeklin@bellsouth.net
*Member UCF Alumni Association•

lnir!l

SERVICES

·- ..J.

, great

Ski A is in.

MARY KAY®

From, ~ead to . ~oe, get so~, glowing, look-'~t
me sk,n. Velocity® skin car~.is the quick, e.as~
way to a beautiful complexion. And Velocity
bddy .care helps rev you up. Perfect for your
busy, on-the-go life. Call ,or ~mail me to try
Velocity®skin care and col~r products Free
today! Great for, men too!

In the Summer Sweepstakes.
Enter online on my Web S[te or call me
CALL ME if you don't see Thank You' confirmation page
after entering. No purchase necessary, Must be
.18 years of-aqe or older1 ©2003 Mar'f Kay inc.

..

"

jENNIFER HASSANI

Looking for 18 and over performance
and' dance competition team members.
Great college discouhtsl
·
Registratiop held at Dance N' 'Beyond.
407-977-9433. .
SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.
•SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1' Student Tour Operator . '
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. c;a11 for discount
. 1-800-648-4849. or www.ststravel.com . •
Spring Break '04 with Student<:;ity.com
and.Maxim Magazine'..Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit wwW.studentc(ty.com
'
·o r call 1-888-Spring. Break .

·INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT

Shop 24/7 at m.m<lr'fkay.com/jh~ssani
407.281.~918 jhassani@marykay.com
Mention this ad for a 1S% disco~nt off your 1st order

Establishea rock band. BassistNocalist
to complete 4 piece.'M/F 18-28 yrs old.
, · Rehersal space provided with show ·
schedule.,Contaci Darren 321-438-8511.

Auto Accident?
~all for FREE information that you need
to know so that you are not take11
advantage of by 'i nsurance companies
and others. EvenJ f your accident
occured .•weeks pr 111onths ·ago, you are
entftled to know your rights 'regarding·
what to do after an 'auto accident. Call
Immediately; 2417@ 407-207-7147.
Serving tlie entire' UCF community. ·
·. B. Rapl? D.C.

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF. '
· Five gentle and easy to learn e~ercises.
Relieve stres's , improve health, and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass·
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or 'visit www.falunorlando.org.

.'

'**RESUMES***
$49.95 student special. '
'·' , FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
, resumeservlces@cfl.rr.com
<
NEED A LAWYER?
· CALL A-A·A Attorney Referr~I Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DlJI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp,., Divorce/ Marital Law,
· Corporate, Immigration,
•
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Prob·a te,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.
~~.~~~~~~~~~~···

ACADEMIC TUTORl~G
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE; etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or 'e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.
1'

.

Advanced fitness science. ' .
Nutritional supplement based on noble'prize, research. Increased stamina,
performance, & recovery experienced.
For '.!J!O· or free samples. 407,247-5184 . .
I

Laundry and housekeeping.
Pick-up & delivery. Good rates.
· Call 407-489-2249 or 407-382-5898.,

Mens $15 Special!!!
Highlights for short-hair (w/ad)'"
Barber avail. @$9.95 cuts/fades.
Joy Hair & All. 407-671-8884
10012 Univ. Dr. Behind Ci~cle K.

f

,1

••

Crossword

CUSTOM TEE SHIRTS '
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
Clubs, groups, organizatioris,
departments and businesses.
For your quote today call Victoria
'. Kerensky at 407'.313.0822. ·

f

Got a vaca~cy in one of your rooms? 1 ,
f;iaving a tough time selling your car?·ls
there an event you want 40:000 +
students to know, ab9ut? The. Futl!re
classified$ will help solve all these
problems. Call 407-447-4555 .t oday!

ACROSS
1 Longest
sentence?
.
,5 '3iggio or .Stadler ·
10 Closed ·
14 Showy flower
. 15 Vietnam capital
16 Warsaw native
'17 • of 'E den'
18 Declare Invalid
19 Kiiier whale
20 Not listened to
22 Showy,
valueless thing
· 24 Shade tree
25 Promising
.
donees
27 Camel's fleecy
. relative
30 French pets
48
31 What we have
32 Deep-seated
53
rancor
33 "And I Love _•
68
;36 S,phere · ,
37 Citrus fruits
81
38 Mine find
39 Schuss
40 Touched down
41 Morays
42 Hypnotic states
44 Distraught
7 __ Arbor, Ml
45 Lett in a helpless 8 Debtor's chit
p0sition . ,
9 Of the highest .
47 Greek letter .
' qualitv.
48 Performance
10 Mooch
prizes
11· Hoof protectors
49 Eminent
12 Open sore
conductor
13 Freshwater
53 Ceremonial act
ducks
54 Wo~kers as
21 In the style of
group '
23 Runs in neutral .
57 Was in debt
., . 25 Pulverized
58 erack"iShots
"" 2s- RusliC'1n'ns
~,-;
59 Very skilled
27 "Gentlemen
60 l;Oxpired
.
Prefer Blondes"
61 Snug retr~at
navelist
62 Folding green
28 Skulk about
63 Concludes
29 Settles a dispute
i
'
30 Cavort
DOWN
32 Bases-loaded
1 ln_of .
homer
2 Persia, since
34 Perry's creator
1935 .
35 Take a break
3 Weta line
37 Chan pqrtrayer ,
4 Regarqs high!:/
Warner
5 Bracelet
41 Serialized
ornament
segment
6 Novelist Ayn
43 Most uncommon

Sponsored by

a,

FREE TOWING
'· AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
SPECIAL UCF DISCOUNTS .

407-273-2606.
44 Exploit
45 Plastic-wrap
brand .
48 On·two
occasions
47 Political group
49 Act dejected

Please see solutions on Page A2

50 Minnesota pro
51 Marsh grass
52 Racetrack •,
figures
55 Fuss
56 Hogan or
Crenshaw

1

(entra1·
jlodba

3Future·

• ·furnished Kitchens including stove
top,-full size microwave,
, ·
refrigerator, .and coffee maker

CRESTWOOD

• High Spee' Internet Access
(some locatiobs) ·

SUITESo·

T

• On-stte,~urity or ~ageme~
' • Kids 11nder 18 stay free

'. ~ow HIRING '

MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Tuition scholarship and
in~rnship ·cr~its availabl~. ,.

CALL .407A47-455S or E-MAIL
heissom@UCFnews.cor:n .

AJfordable Spacious
·. Suites With the
Comforts of Home•••

'". Interior {prrido~ - Key card ocm~

• Redining love seOts •
• Dai~ rates available

1-877-EXTENDED
(1-877-398-3633)

www.crestwoodsuites.com

'

WITH THE

I

·OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTl,VITIES

' ~·

•'

ACTIVITIES FOR THIS WEEK AND NEXT
Tue Sept 2
~
12 pm Knights of the Round Table meeting for Clubs and Organizations,
SU Rm. 218A Key West '
1 pm Homycoming Organizational Meeting Get all the latest info ,on Homecoming, SU Rm.
218C Key West. http:/ /hc,sdes.ucf.~du
..

I

I
I

WedSept3 .
7 pm "Rockin' With EKCEL" Introduction to EKCEL .
Social, Pegasus Ballro0m ABC
8 pm "Making College Count .W orkshop,"·
Pegasus Ballroom.ABC .

,.

Thu Sept.4
8 pm CAB Comedian Mark Curry, UCF Arena.
Free with valid student' ID ,
·.
S3:t Sept 6
.
9 pm' - 2 am Late Knights, Welcome Back - Fre~ food .
and activities, Student Union

fl'

l\1on Sept s
.
2 pm SGA Meet and Greet,
Key West Ballroom 218 AB
•

•

J'

Wed SeptJO
,
·7 pm EKCEL "Rock Around the Clock" Time
Management Workshop, Cape Florida 316 AB
!

.

Thu Sept 11
,
12pm Vqlunteer UCF Volunteer Expo,
SU South Patio ·
· ,
. ·

.

'

.

'
\

.

Sat Sept13
..
. .
6 'pm UCF v: Florida Atlantic and Freshman Frenzy,
Citrus Bowl
· 9 pm - 2 am Late Knig~ts, Fitness Frenzy, Recreatlon
and Wellness Center
'

A

·'

UPCOMING EKCEL WORKSHOPS
"Rockin With EKCEL" Introduction to EKCEL Social
Are you unsure where to begin your campus involvement? Po you
yvant others in your organizatio:p. to look to you for le~dership
' experience? Find out more abot,It EKCEL and how you and your
organization can become rock stars. Followed by "Make College
Count." Pegasus Ballroo~ ABC, Student Union
"Rock Around the Ciock" Time Management .
,
How do you fit 80 hours of homework and, fun into a 24 hour day?
Mqnage your t ime properly and you'll discover how to make the most
efficient use of every hour of every day.
· ·
Cape Florida 316AB, Student Union
1

I~

